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ABSTRACT
As a scientific field, phonetics systematically analyzes human speech sounds
using segmental distinctions and state of the art technology. Ideally, these analyses are
based on cross-linguistic data from a wide variety of language families. This dissertation
provides the first phonetic analysis of Southern Ute, a severely endangered Uto-Aztecan
language and presents the only published discussion of language policies and
revitalization efforts on the Southern Ute reservation, located in Southwestern Colorado.
This research is important because although there are 1,419 enrolled members of the
Southern Ute tribe, according to a 2002 informal language survey, there are only forty
remaining speakers, who are all over the age of sixty. It is important to note that the
previous work on Southern Ute, three dictionaries (Goss 1961, Givon 1979, Charney
1996), one grammar (Givon 1980), one dissertation (Goss 1972) and a collection of
traditional narratives (Givon 1985), does not include phonetic analysis or discussion of
language policy or revitalization efforts on the Southern Ute reservation.
This research benefits the Southern Ute community, the linguistic community and
other indigenous communities in two ways. First, it provides a model for phonetic
analysis of an endangered language utilizing fluent speaker intuition about stress.
Second, the language policies and revitalization discussion adds to revitalization
resources especially in the area of curriculum development. In the theoretical domain,
Southern Ute offers rich data. It is imperative that Southern Ute phonetic properties are
analyzed, documented and archived before the small number of fluent speakers die,
leaving no digital audio recordings behind for future generations.
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1. Introduction
The two goals of this dissertation are to produce the first in-depth analysis of the
phonetic structures of Southern Ute and provide the first description of the language
policies and revitalization efforts on the Southern Ute reservation. This research is
important because, according to a 2002 informal tribal survey, there are only forty fluent
speakers all over the age of sixty out of a tribal population of 1,419. According to
Fishman’s Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (1991), Southern Ute is at stage 8,
which is the most advanced of language attrition. At stage 8, the degree of attrition is so
advanced that the few elder speakers are so socially isolated that the language “needs to
be re-assembled from their mouths and memories and taught to demographically
unconcentrated adults” (1991:88). As a result English is the first language of the current
generation of parents which means the children do not learn Southern Ute as a first
language. These facts make linguistic analysis, documentation and revitalization
imperative. According to Grenoble and Whaley (2006),
“Simply put, a seriously endangered language should be documented as quickly
and as thoroughly as possible. The more extensive the documentation, the easier
revitalization (or even reclamation) will be in the future should a community
desire it…revitalization efforts rely on dictionaries and descriptive grammars,
recorded speech and so on.. .”
This project will also effectively advance the linguistic knowledge and understanding of
the Southern Ute language.
There are relatively few instrumental acoustic analyses of Native American
languages, make this dissertation important. The previous acoustic studies of Indigenous
languages include: McDoughon’s work on Navajo (2003); Gordon’s analysis of word-
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level stress in Chickasaw (2004); Gordon et al’s work on the phonetic structures of
Western Apache (2001); the work on Cahuilla by Seiler (1957); Michelson’s
dissertation on Mohawk and Oneida (1983); Everett’s analysis of the acoustic correlates
of Pirana stress (1998); an analysis of Cayuga stress by Doherly (1993); Tuttle’s
dissertation on Tanana (1999); a stress analysis of Witsuwit’en by Hargus (2001); and
Martin & Johnson’s work on tonal accent in Creek (2002). The work of Ladefoged and
Maddieson (1996) also adds to the instrumental acoustic analysis of the world’s
languages.
This dissertation is the first Southern Ute phonetics research specifically
designed to describe the phonetic structures of the language. Additionally, this project
provides the first in-depth discussion of the language policies and revitalization efforts on
the Southern Ute reservation. The revitalization discussion is important because it
describes how language teaching at the Southern Ute Indian Montessori Academy moved
from word lists to immersion lessons which enable children to develop an understanding
of the grammatical structures of Southern Ute. The teaching approach change from word
lists to immersion is an important process which has not been discussed in the literature
and is important for other indigenous language program attempting to develop immersion
programs.
It is important to note that existing Southern Ute documentation is descriptive and
paper-based (see section 1.5 for details). In other words, acoustic documentation is nonexistent. The existing Southern Ute resources have very limited availability with only a
few copies; they are not accessible to Tribal members due to the technical terms linguists
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use. Additionally, most resources have significant shortcomings. For example, two of
the most recent orthographies by Givon (1979) and Charney (1996) posit differing
segment inventories. Givon (1979) proposed a phonetic orthography in which each
allophone is marked with a different symbol. His orthography consists of 19 consonants
(p, t, c, k, g, ĝ, q, qx̂, Ɂ, v, r, w, s, y, x, x̂, m, n) and 9 vowels (i, į, ų, u, ǫ, e, o, ą, a).
In his 1980 grammar, his orthography changed slightly with the same 19 consonants but
only 8 vowels (i, ų, u, ǫ, e, o, ą, a). In an attempt to simplify the orthography in the
hopes of encouraging more tribal members to learn it, Charney (1996) developed an
orthography which is less phonetic than Givon’s. Her orthography consists of 18
consonants (p, t, ch, k, k’, kw, g, g’, gw, ʾ, v, r, s, H, m, n, v, w, y) and 7 vowels (i, u, ü,
ö, e, o, a). It is interesting to note that the differing orthographies make it difficult for
community members to invest time and energy in learning them. Another difficulty is
the fact that the most recently published Southern Ute dictionary (Charney 1996) lacks a
pronunciation guide. As a result, producing an in-depth phonetic documentation and
digital audio recording with accurate transcriptions is essential.
Southern Ute is phonetically, phonologically, morphologically and syntactically
complex (Givon 1979, 1989, 1985, 2001a, 2001b, & Charney 1996). For example, the
voicing and devoicing of vowels is an important phonological property of Southern Ute
(Givon 1979, 1989, 1985, 2001a, 2001b, & Charney 1996). This phonological
alternation is difficult for learners to master as the devoiced vowels are not audible. The
learner must watch the speaker’s mouth to determine the placement of the voiceless
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vowel. Additionally it is difficult to determine which vowels will be devoiced in which
environments. The phonetic instrumentation is an essential part of this project. The
devoiced vowels appear as a gap or aspiration in spectrograms as shown in figure (1).
Compare it with the voice version in figure (2).
FIGURE (1) The high back unrounded devoiced “ü”: kwaatü, ‘car’

k

w

a

a

t

ü̥

FIGURE (2) The high back unrounded voiced “ü”: kwaatünag’, ‘in the car’ (example
from Rivera & McKinley 1995)
k w

a

a

t

ü

n

a

g’
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In the first spectrogram of the devoiced “ü’ of kwaatü ‘car,’ (marked by the vertical lines)
there are no formants (which would appear as dark bands in the spectrogram), or voicing
(which appears as a dark band at the bottom of the spectrogram). There seems to some
very light aspiration after the [t]. In the second spectrogram the “ü” is voiced as the
formants and voicing are visible. These spectrograms give graphic evidence that
phonetic instrumentation is necessary to document and describe the complexity and
distinctiveness of phonetics of Southern Ute making this dissertation significant to the
linguistic community.
The goal of linguistics, the scientific study of language, is to develop an
understanding of the full human capacity for language. Data from Southern Ute may be
used to help fill recognizable gaps in current linguistic knowledge and theory. For
example, most phonetic theory is based on well-studied Indo-European languages, which
differ greatly from Southern Ute. This dissertation brings much needed attention to the
study of languages that differ in interesting ways from the major languages that have
been studied by linguists. With the sheer number and diversity of the languages of the
world, much more linguistic investigation is necessary if an in-depth and deeper
linguistic understanding is to be gained. Southern Ute offers a rich testing ground for
current linguistic theory, especially in the area of phonetics, morphology and syntax.
From a theoretical perspective, Southern Ute offers interesting challenges to current
syntactic frameworks such as the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995), the NonConfigurational Parameter (Hale 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983) and the Pronominal Argument
Language Hypothesis (Jelinek 1984, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1997, 2000).
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Previous Southern Ute research has documented only traditional narratives
(Givon 1985) leaving all other genres in desperate need of immediate documentation.
This dissertation addresses this need by focusing on phonetic description and analysis
which include valuable information. Future Southern Ute speakers must have this
knowledge to become competent speakers. In the Master-Apprentice approach to
language revitalization, Hinton et al. (2002) suggest that beginning language learners not
focus on pronunciation in the beginning of their language learning. But if a word or
phrase is not pronounced correctly, the meaning may be altered or even lost. This is the
first study to collect high-quality audio recordings of Southern Ute phonetic structures.
Furthermore, if the current trend of language death continues, there is little opportunity to
create the last principal record of the entire Southern Ute linguistic tradition. This
research serves as a model for phonetic documentation.
1.0 Structure of Chapter
Section one of this chapter provides general information on the Southern Ute tribe
followed by Southern Ute language information in Section two. A short history of
Numic research traditions is given in Section three. Section four provides an in-depth
discussion of Southern Ute orthographies. The methods used for data collection are
discussed in Section five. Finally is a discussion of the organization of this dissertation is
given in Section six.
1.1 The Southern Ute Tribe
Before European contact, the Ute people hunted and gathered on foot in small
family groups in Colorado, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, Wyoming and Oklahoma
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(Jefferson et. al 1972)1. In 1896, the Ute tribe was divided onto three different Ute
reservations: Southern Ute and Ute Mountain Ute, both in Southwestern Colorado; and
Northern Ute in central Utah (Jefferson et. al 1972: 95). Currently, the Southern Ute
reservation is a checkerboard piece of land fifteen miles wide and one hundred ten miles
long (Southern Ute Tribal Website 2007). A checkerboard reservation occurred in 1899
when un-allotted reservation lands were opened up to settlers which resulted in
reservation lands being scattered among plots of non-reservation land. A map of the
Southern Ute reservation is shown in figure (3).
FIGURE (3) Southern Ute Traditional Territory (left) and current Reservation (right)
(Jefferson et. al 1972: xi)

Colorado
Colorado

The headquarters for the Southern Ute tribe is located in Ignacio, Colorado. Ignacio is a
rural community consisting of Southern Ute, Hispanic and Anglo people. According to
the 2000 census, the town population of Ignacio was 669 (Town of Ignacio Website
2007). In social/economic interactions with other community members, English is the
dominant language. In other words, English is used in educational, business and social
1

A few Ute bands planted corn at the time of contact (Callaway, Janetski & Stewart: 1986).
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settings. According to the official tribal website, there are 1,305 enrolled tribal members
(Southern Ute Tribal Website 2007).
The Southern Ute tribe is the largest employer in La Plata County, which allows it
considerable power and influence. The tribe operates the Sky Ute Motel and Casino; Red
Willow Gas Production Company; Tierra Custom Homes; Frontier Field Services; GF
Private Equity Group; and the Southern Ute Community Action Program as well as
several tribal departments (Southern Ute Tribal Website 2007).
1.2 Language Information
Southern Ute is a member of the large Uto-Aztecan language family. It belongs
to the Southern Numic branch, which also includes Southern Paiute, Chemehuevi and
Kawaiisu as shown in figure (4).
FIGURE (4) Northern Ute-Aztecan Branch (Ethnologue 2006)
Northern Uto-Aztecan
Hopi

Numic

Takic

Western

Central

Mono

Comanche

Ute

No. Paiute

Panamint

So. Paiute

Shoshone

Chemehuevi

Tübatulabal

Southern

Kawaiisu
Southern Ute is spoken primarily on the Southern Ute reservation in Southwestern
Colorado.
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1.2.1 Morphology
Morphologically Southern Ute is agglutinative with very little fusion as shown in
(1).
(1) Southern Ute is Agglutinative (Givon 1979: 241)2
a.

b.

pü’í-vü

c.

tuu

-paná -pü’í -napü

eye-AS

dark -bright –eye -INST

‘eye’

‘sunglasses’

paná -pü’í

d.

tuu

-paná -pü’í –’napü -n

bright-eye

dark -bright –eye –INST-1sGEN

‘glasses’

‘my sunglasses’

Example (1a) consists of two morphemes, pü’í, ‘eye’ and the absolutive suffix, -vü3. The
word, ‘glasses’ in example (1b) consists of two morphemes, paná, ‘bright’ and pü’í, ‘eye’
referring to the glare reflecting off of glasses. In (1c), the word, ‘sunglasses’, is made up
of four morphemes, tuu, ‘dark,’ paná, ‘bright,’ pü’í, ‘eye,’ and –napü, ‘INST’ with the
literal translation of ‘dark-bright-eye-instrument.’ The final word, (1d) is suffixed with
first person possessive clitic, -n, ‘my,’ resulting in ‘my sunglasses.’ The examples in (1)
illustrate that morphologically Southern Ute is agglutinative. It is possible to identify the
separate morphemes. That is, the edges of the morphemes are distinct instead of fused.

2

The Southern Ute data in this section is written in the current official orthography which was developed
by Charney in 1995.
3
The term “Absolutive suffix” is used by Uto-Aztecanists and is not to be confused with the common
Case-marking term Absolutive from the Ergative/Absolutive system. Givon (1979, 1980 & 1985) uses the
term “noun suffix” instead. The absolutive suffix will be discussed in section 1.2.2.
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1.2.2 Nouns
Most Southern Ute nouns end with a so-called “absolutive suffix” which may
have marked noun classes (Goss 1972). Most Uto-Aztecan languages have some reflex
of an absolutive suffix (Sturtevant 1983). The Southern Ute absolutive suffix (in bold)
consists of a consonant followed by a vowel (Givon 1980). The absolutive suffixes
found in Southern Ute are: -chi, -vi, -pi, -vü, -pü, -rü and –tü (Givon 1980: 19). The
citation form of nouns is in the nominative, with the vowel of the absolutive suffix
devoiced. Devoiced vowels are underlined. A few nouns are shown in (2).
(2) A Sampling of Southern Ute Nouns (Givon 1980)
a.

b.

mama-chi4

c.

kwaa-tü

woman-AS

car-AS

‘woman’

‘car’

sinaa-vi

d.

pana-pü’i-’na-pü

wolf-AS

bright-eye-INSTR-AS

‘wolf’

‘eye glasses’

1.2.3 Case
Southern Ute has a nominative/accusative Case system. A noun that is the subject
of a transitive or intransitive verb is marked by the devoicing of the final vowel of the
absolutive suffix. An example of an intransitive verb is shown in (3).

4

The Southern Ute data is written in the current official Southern Ute tribal orthography. Data written in
other orthographies has been rewritten in the current orthography by Stacey Oberly.
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(3) Intransitive Verb (Givon, 1980: 64)
mama-chi

kaa-i

woman-AS.NOM sing-IMM
‘The woman is singing.’
An example of a transitive verb is in (4).
(4) Transitive Verb (Givon, 1980: 24)
mama-chi

ta’wá-chi

püníkyaai-kya

woman-AS.NOM man-AS.ACC see-PST
‘The woman saw the man.’
Notice the voicing of the final vowel of the absolutive suffix marks accusative Case for
the object noun, ta’wá-chi, ‘man’ in example (4).
1.2.4 Word Order
The SOV word order occurred 49% of the time in a 1983 collection of Ute
narratives which “does not approach the level of 80-90% characteristic of the dominant
word-order in rigid-order languages” (Givon 2001: 273). Example (5) is a transitive verb
with the SOV order.
(5) Transitive with SOV Word Order
S

O

V

mama-chi

nuurua-chi

suwaakü-i

woman-AS.NOM

baby-AS.ACC

kiss-IMM

‘the woman is kissing the baby’
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Note that the word final vowel -i of the object noun, nuurua-chi, ‘baby’ is fully voiced. It
is possible to change the word order as shown in sentences (6-8) which are
propositionally the same as (5) but have different information/discourse structures.
In example (6), the object noun, nuurua-chi, ‘baby’ is in a focus position which
would be the answer to the question, ‘Who is the woman kissing?’ In example (6), the
object noun, nuurua-chi, ‘baby’ appears phrase initially followed by the subject noun,
mama-chi, ‘woman.’ Once again the verb is phrase-final.
(6) Transitive with OSV Word Order
O

S

V

nuurua-chi

mama-chi

suwaakü-i

baby-AS.ACC

woman-AS.NOM

kiss-IMM

‘the woman is kissing the baby’
While in examples (7) and (8), the verb, suwaakü-i, ‘kissing’ is focused and would be the
answer to the question, “What did the woman do to the baby?’
In example (7), the verb suwaakü-i, ‘kiss’ appear phrase-initially followed by the
object noun, nuurua-chi, ‘baby.’ The subject noun, mama-chi, ‘woman’ occurs phrasefinally.
(7) Transitive with VOS Word Order
V

O

S

suwaakü-i

nuurua-chi

kiss-IMM

baby-AS.ACC DEM.VS.NOM.AN

[maa

‘that woman is kissing the baby’

mama-chi]
woman-AS.NOM
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In example (8), the verb suwaakü-i, ‘kiss’ also appears phrase-initially followed
by the subject noun, mama-chi, ‘woman.’ The object noun, nuurua-chi, ‘baby’ occurs
phrase-finally.
(8) Transitive with VSO Word Order
V

S

O

suwaakü-i

[maa

kiss-IMM

DEM.VS.NOM.AN woman-AS.NOM

mama-chi]

nuurua-chi
baby-AS.ACC

‘that woman is kissing the baby’
It is important to notice that the Case marking is identical for examples (5-8) and only the
word order changes. Also notice that in these examples there is no change to the verbal
morphology. Thus, the voice quality of the noun final-vowel serves a very important
grammatical function in Southern Ute.
1.2.5 Verbal System
In Southern Ute, a single verb with pronoun clitic(s) can convey the same
meaning as an entire sentence in English. According to Sapir, a Southern Paiute (which
is closely related to Southern Ute) verb may consist of up to fifteen morphemes (1930).
The template in figure (5), below illustrates the number of possible morphemes with
which a Southern Ute verb stem can be affixed.
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(Causative)

(Impersonal Passive)

V

VI

VII VIII

(Pronoun Clitic)

(Benefactive)

IV

(Pronoun Clitic)

(Plural)

III

(Tense/Aspect)

Verb Stem

II

(Negation)

(Incorporate)

I

Tense/Aspect

(Negation)

FIGURE (5) Southern Ute Verb Morphology (Givon 1980: 38)

IX

X

XI

XII

It is important to note that the only two required morphemes in a verb are the verb stem
in position III and either tense or aspect in position VIII. All other morphemes are
optional. Also note that slot II is a location in which a noun, verb, adjective or adverb
stem can incorporate. Examples (9-10) show the morphological structure of two
Southern Ute verbs, from simple to complex.
(9) Verb with Three Morphemes (Givon 1980: 43)
kaa –i

–n

sing-IMM

-1S

‘I am singing.’
In example (9), the verb consists of three morphemes: the verb stem kaa, ‘sing’,
the present progressive tense marker –i, and the first person singular pronominal clitic –n,
‘I.’
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(10)

Verb with Six Morphemes (Givon 1980: 43)
ka

-kaa

-k’a

NEG -sing -PL

–paa -’wa

–ni

-amü

-FUT -NEG –FUT -3PL

‘They will not sing.’
The verb in example (10) is made up of seven morphemes: the two negation morphemes
ka- and –wa, the verb stem –kaa, ‘sing,’ the two future morphemes –vaa and –ni and the
third person plural morphemes –k’a and –amü, ‘they.’ In (10), the third personal plural
morpheme –amü, ‘they,’ is a pronoun clitic that can appear when EITHER the subject or
object is plural. Pronoun clitics are not marked for Case.
In summary, Southern Ute is morphologically agglutinative, nouns end with
absolutive suffixes which mark Case by the de/voicing of the final vowel, word order is
not fixed, pronoun clitics which affix to verbs are not marked for Case and finally verb
morphology is complex. Both nouns and verbs can consist of several morphemes
(Givon 1979, 1989, 1985, 2001a, 2001b, & Charney 1996). This concludes discussion of
general Southern Ute grammatical information.
1.3 Two Approaches to Numic Phonology
Research in the Numic branch of Uto-Aztecan is divided along theoretical lines.
Because of this, the theoretical framework of the linguists determines the segment
inventories and phonological treatment.
One group of Numic linguists following Sapir (1930) use the “Final Feature”
system which posits that each stem has an underlying final element, the so-called ‘final
feature’, that triggers various phonological processes on the initial consonant of the
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following suffixes: gemination (marked with a superscript ɢ), nasalization (marked with
a superscript ɴ), spirantization (marked with a superscript s) and aspiration (marked with
a superscript H) (Miller et. al 2005). This is illustrated in figure (6) for Timbisha5, a
Central Numic Language, with four different stem and the locative suffix /-paʔa/, ‘on’.
FIGURE (6) Timbisha Final Feature (Miller et. al. 2005: 415)
/-paʔa/, ‘on’
a. Gemination

/tuaG-/

‘son’

+

/-paʔa/ →

[tuappaʔa]

b. Nasalization

/pɨjɨnN-/

‘duck’

+

/-paʔa/ →

[pɨjɨmbaʔa]

c. Spirantization

/nakaS-/

‘big horn’+

/-paʔa/ →

[naƔaβaʔa]

d. Aspiration

/haintʃihH-/

‘friend’ +

/-paʔa/ →

[haintʃIɸaʔa]

In the gemination example (6 a), the voiceless bilabial stop /p/ surfaces as a geminate
[pp]. The voiceless bilabial stop /p/ undergoes nasalization to surface as [mb] in example
(6 b). In example (6 c), the voiceless bilabial stop /p/ surfaces as a bilabial voiced
fricative [β] due to spirantization. Also in (6 c), the voiceless velar stop /k/ in the stem
surfaces as the voiced velar fricative [Ɣ] which suggests that spirantization occurs
elsewhere besides when conditioned by a final feature. In (6 d), the voiceless bilabial
stop /p/ surfaces as the voiceless bilabial fricative [ɸ] due to aspiration. It is important to
notice the voiceless [I] in (6 d) which suggests that vowel devoicing is a widespread
Numic characteristic, that does not appear exclusively in Southern Numic languages.
The data in figure (7) provides evidence that the final feature alternation may
occur in Southern Ute.

5

Timbisha is also written as Tïmpisa or Tümpisa by Dayley (1989). It is a variety of Panamint (see Figure
9).
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FIGURE (7) Southern Ute Final Feature (Charney 1996)
/-kani / ‘house’
a. /pövo-/

‘watch’ +

/-kani/ →

[pövokani]

b. /paasi-/

‘gambling’ + /-kani/ →

[paasigani]

c. /nuu-/

‘Indian’ +

/-kani/ →

[nuugani]

d. /pö’ö-/

‘writing’ +

/-kani/ →

[pö’ög’ani]

e. /nuumarog'umapügatü-/

‘creator’ +

/-kani/ →

[nuumarog'umapügatükani]

f. /awatapü-/

‘rib’

+

/-kani/ →

[awatapügani]

g. /sia-/

‘shade’

+

/-kani/ →

[siakani]

h. /apag’a-/

‘talk’

/-kani/ →

[apag’ag’ani]

+

For (7 a) the first compound, /pövo-/, ‘watch’, ends with the rounded back /o/. The
underlying voiceless velar stop /k/ in the second compound, /-kani/, ‘house’, surfaces
unchanged. In (7 b), the first compound, /paasi-/, ‘gambling’, ends with the high front
vowel /i/ while the underlying voiceless velar stop /k/ in the second compound, /-kani/,
‘house’, surfaces as the voiced velar fricative “g” or [ɣ] in IPA. In (7 c), the first
compound, /nuu-/, ‘Indian’, ends with the back, rounded, high vowel /u/ but the
underlying voiceless velar stop /k/ in the second compound, /-kani/, ‘house’, surfaces as
the voiced velar fricative “g” or [ɣ] in IPA. These two examples (7 b & c) suggest that
voicing and spirantization are occurring. In (7 d), the first compound, /pö’ö-/, ‘writing’,
ends with the rounded, mid-high, front vowel /ö/ while underlying voiceless velar stop /k/
in the second compound surfaces as the voiced uvular fricative “g’” or [ʁ] in IPA. In
other words, the underlying voiceless velar stop /k/ is not only voiced and spirantized but
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also backed. In (7 e & f), both of the first compounds /nuumarog'umapügatü-/, ‘creator’
and /awatapü-/, ‘rib’ end with the back, unrounded /ü/. In (7 e) the voiceless velar stop
/k/ of the second compound /-kani/, ‘house’ surfaces unchanged but in (7 f) the first
consonant /k/ of the second element of the compound /-kani/, ‘house’ surfaces as the
voiced velar fricative “g”. This is interesting because the underlying /k/s occur in the
same environments between the same vowels /ü_a/ but surface differently. The same is
true for examples (7 g & h) in which the underlying /k/s occur between /a_a/. In (7 g),
the underlying /k/ surfaces unchanged but in (7 h) it surfaces as the voiced, uvular
fricative “g’” or [ɣ] in IPA as in [apag’ag’ani], ‘courthouse.’ These examples
demonstrate that a final feature alternation may occur in Southern Ute. This area is in
need of further research but is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Numic linguists who
utilize the final feature alternation develop orthographies in which mark the phonological
process that will apply to the suffix, or to the second element in the compound, on the
final vowel of the root or first compound element. For example, “sia,G“ ‘shade’ has a
geminating final which surfaces as “siakani“ in ‘shade house’.
The second group of Numic linguists posits practical orthographies which are
phonetic and tend to be more accessible to community members. Givon (1979, 1980,
1985) and Charney (1996) are a part of this group. The 1979 orthography is phonetic
with each allophone represented by a symbol in a one-to-one correspondence. The
Charney orthography is slightly less phonetic as each allophone is not represented by
separate symbols.
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The theory of Numic phonology that recognizes the final features is useful for
some purposes. However, it is very abstract, creating difficulties for tribal communities.
And diverse approaches to the final features, and diverse representations of them, are
problematic for linguists as well. The divide between this abstract approach to Numic
phonology, and the more concrete, practical-orthography oriented approach of other
scholars, is frustrating for the Native American language communities. It requires that
community members gain an understanding of linguistic theory and jargon in order to
utilize the resources. This may not be possible and rarely occurs. As a result, more often
than not, language resources are inaccessible to community members making language
documentation difficult.
1.4 History of Southern Ute Orthographies
This section offers an overview of differing Ute orthographies. These proposed
orthographies illustrate the complexity of Ute phonetic and phonology. They also
illustrate the difficulty community members have when learning to speak and write
Southern Ute. Previous Southern Ute research does not include the history of
orthographies, theoretical analysis, phonetic analysis or digital audio recordings.
In 1854 Huntington published a short word list which was followed by Kroeber’s
short grammatical sketch in 1908. Harrington developed a phonetic orthography in 1911
for his phonetic research. In 1909, Sapir collected six Ute myths from Mr. Charley
Mack, Northern Ute, from the Uintah reservation in White Rocks, Utah. Sapir published
the Ute texts in 1930. Sapir’s phonetic orthography included fourteen vowels [a, α, ä, e,
ɛ, i, ɩ, o, ɔ, u, ʊ, ї, ü, ӧ] that could be whispered, unvoiced, nasalized, weakly articulated
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and glottalized. He posited these twenty-five consonants [p, b, t, k, g, q, kw, gw, qw, gw,
̣
s, c, ts, tc, dj, m, n, ŋ, w, v, r, Ɣ, x, y, ’] some of which could be unvoiced, breathy,
voiceless and nasalized or glottalized. From 1961-1963, Goss worked on the Southern
Ute reservation with Southern Ute speakers resulting in a short dictionary in 1961 and a
dissertation in 1972. In his dissertation Goss’ orthography consisted of eight vowels [u,
u, ɨ, ɨ, i, i, a, a] and eleven consonants [m, n, w, y, s, c, kw, k, p, t, Ɂ].
Most recently, Givon and Charney developed orthographies and language
resources. With grant funds, the Southern Ute Language program, directed by Givon,
developed Southern Ute language resources for ten years. The Southern Ute Language
program developed a phonetic orthography in which each allophone is represented with a
distinct symbol. It consisted of 19 consonants (p, t, c, k, g, ĝ, q, qx̂ , Ɂ, v, r, w, s, y, x, x̂ ,
m, n) and 9 vowels (i, į, ų, u, ǫ, e, o, ą, a). In the 1980 grammar, the orthography
changed slightly. It consisted of the same 19 consonants but only 8 vowels (i, ų, u, ǫ, e,
o, ą, a). As each of the Southern Ute Language program’s resources was completed, they
were reproduced and distributed to each tribal household.
In the mid-nineties, sixteen years after the 1979 orthography was officially
adopted, the Southern Ute Language program’s dictionary, grammar and traditional
narratives remained the only resources utilizing the orthography. In other words, no new
Southern Ute language resources were created using the 1979 (or any other) orthography.
Only a few Southern Ute speakers were able to use the 1979 orthography but they did not
produce additional language resources. It appeared that the community members were
not willing to put in the time or effort to develop Southern Ute literacy. The Southern
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Ute Language program offered classes on the orthography for a short period but there
were discontinued due to lack of attendance (Givon 2008). Additionally, the grammar
was inaccessible to community members due to linguistic jargon. This situation was of
great concern to the Southern Ute Tribe as it hoped that more documentation and
development of Ute language resources, especially teaching materials, would have
occurred. This concern was compounded by the fact that fewer and fewer children spoke
Ute as a first language and fluent speakers were speaking more and more English. No
child has learned Ute as a first language since the late sixties.
With grant funding, Dr. Jean Charney developed a simplified orthography and
rewrote the dictionary. The Charney orthography is slightly less phonetic than the 1979
orthography. It consisted of 18 consonants (ch, g, g’, gw, H, k, k’, kw, m, n, p, r, s, t, v,
w, y, ʾ) and 7 vowels (a, e, i, ö, o, u, ü). In other words, each allophone is not represented
with its own symbol. The Charney orthography is slightly more phonemic which appears
to be less complex than the 1979 orthography.
Upon adopting the Charney orthography, the Tribe published dictionaries for each
tribal household. But a few critical errors were made. First, the disk containing the fonts
was not given to the printers. Second, the pronunciation guide was not included. In a
final mistake, the incomprehensible dictionaries were distributed to tribal households.
Many tribal members had anticipated a useful, practical dictionary only to receive an
inaccessible one.
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As of today, the correct version of the Charney dictionary has not been published,
leaving tribal members interested in learning Southern Ute without accessible language
resources6.
The Southern Ute Indian Montessori Academy (SUIMA), which is a private,
tribally-funded academy serving enrolled tribal members and their direct descendents
ages six-weeks to sixth grade, provides Ute language instruction. This program has
produced teaching materials using the Charney orthography and is teaching the Academy
students to read and write it. Georgia McKinley, Coordinator of Ute Language
Curriculum and Design, also one of the few tribal members able to use the 1979
orthography, stated that the Charney orthography is not precise enough although the
students are learning it easily (2008). According to Rice (1995),
“…a phonetic system is easier for a learner [at the beginning level but]…early
advantages of phonetic writing systems are lost in the intermediate grades, and
that a morphophonemic system, which gives some clues about the structure of the
language is easier for readers at intermediate level…For mature readers,… it does
not matter whether a phonetic or morphophonemic system is used…” (88).
As discussed above, there are only forty fluent Southern Ute speakers so it is imperative
that any future language resources are targeted for beginners who are learning Southern
Ute as a second language. This suggests that a phonetic orthography which is not too
complex and easy to type is necessary. It appears that an understanding of the phonetic
structures of Southern Ute would help ease the orthographic issues especially for
language teachers who need an understanding of all the nuances of the language in order
to teach the SUIMA students.
6

Charney distributed correct versions of her 1996 dictionary to her consultants and some fellow linguists.
This created an underground system for obtaining Charney dictionaries.
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1.5 Methods
This dissertation is based on data collected using three main techniques with four
fluent Southern Ute speakers, two male and two female. The recordings were made on
the Southern Ute reservation. The speakers’ ages are sixty-two, two at sixty-six and
seventy-nine. The first method used is direct elicitation using a 202 word list which was
designed to capture the phonetic structures of Southern Ute. The speakers said the word
once alone and then in the carrier sentence, Maas tani ____ maiku. ‘He always says __.’
The second method is tapping on the stressed syllable. This method involved teaching
the speakers to tap on all syllables and then on the stress syllable. The speakers practice
first using English words and then Southern Ute words. The third method is repetitive
speech in which I repeated the Ute word with stress on different syllables and the
speakers determined the correct stress placement.
The speakers were recorded indoors using a Marantz PMD671 portable solid state
digital recorder with a Countryman Isomax E60P5T ear-set omni-directional microphone
with a frequency response better than 30 Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB with > 100 dB dynamic
range. The digital audio was recorded at 16 bit rate, with a 44 kHz sampling frequency in
.wav formant. The digital audio was exported as uncompressed .wav files into the
PRAAT software which was used to conduct the phonetic analysis.
1.6 Organization of Dissertation
This dissertation consists of six chapters. Chapter one provides an introduction to
Southern Ute as well as an introduction to Numic linguistic. Chapter two discusses
phonetic analysis and provides a phonological and acoustic analysis of Southern Ute
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consonants. The phonetic analysis of Southern Ute vowels both voiced and devoiced is
given in chapter three. Chapter four presents the phonetic correlates of the stress in
Southern Ute using acoustic instrumentation and speaker intuition. A detailed description
of language policy, revitalization and curriculum development is given in chapter five. A
final conclusion and areas in need of further study are discussed in chapter six.
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Chapter 2: A Phonetic Analysis of Southern Ute Consonants
2.0 Introduction
In linguistics, a significant part of research and analysis is based on language data
from descriptive grammars. The theoretical background of the linguist writing a
descriptive grammar influences every aspect of linguistic research from data collection to
theoretical analysis. Southern Ute, a Uto-Aztecan language, provides an excellent case
study of how theoretical background affects linguistic description. Specifically, this
discussion will focus on the linguists, Givon (1979, 1980 & 1985) and Charney (1996),
who have posited differing transcription systems and segment inventories for Southern
Ute7. These differing transcription systems and segment inventories, along with
inaccessible linguistic terminology, inadequate description, and symbol inventories that
are unfriendly to the word-processing systems available to most speakers, create serious
difficulties for the Southern Ute community.
In an attempt to address these difficulties, this section provides the first acoustic
phonetic analysis of the Southern Ute consonants. From a phonetic/phonological
perspective, the velar and uvular consonant series are of particular interest. Describing
the consonant inventory is imperative for revitalization and documentation efforts as well
as further phonological investigation.
In this chapter, I posit a phonetic analysis and compare the resulting transcriptions
with the orthographies used in the two most recent Southern Ute dictionaries: Givon

7

Work on Northern Ute was done by Kroeber (1908) and Sapir (1910, 1931).
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(1979) and Charney (1996). A sampling of 202 words is used to conduct this phonetic
analysis with the phonetic analysis software PRAAT. This analysis is a preliminary
analysis with much more detailed further research necessary.
2.1 Methods
The present analysis is designed to capture the phonetic and phonological
interactions of the segments. The word list included four environments. The first
environment was one in which each consonant appeared before each unstressed vowel.
The second was one in which each consonant appeared before each stressed vowel. The
third environment consisted of each consonant after the back vowel a and followed by
each vowel (a _ a, a _ e, a _ i, a _ u, a _ ü, a _ o, a _ ö, ). This was done to control for
acoustic effects on the consonant from the preceding vowel. Finally, minimal and near
minimal pairs were collected. The word list is given in appendix C. The word list was
recorded using four fluent speakers: two female and two male on the Southern Ute
reservation in Ignacio, Colorado. The speakers were recorded indoors. Each speaker
recorded the word once by itself and then in the carrier sentence, Maas tani ___ maiku,
‘He always says ___’. The frame sentence may have varied per speaker depending on the
grammatical category of the word.
The recordings were made using a Marantz PMD671 portable solid state digital
recorder with a Countryman Isomax E60P5T ear-set omni-directional microphone with a
frequency response better than 30 Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB with > 100 dB dynamic range.
The digital audio was recorded at 16 bit rate, with a 44k Hz sampling frequency in
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uncompressed wave formant. PRAAT software was used to conduct the phonetic
analysis.
Before data collection, the speakers were asked for permission to archive their
interviews. All speakers granted permission. The data will be archived in the Southern
Ute Tribal Archive managed by the Tribal Information Services department, the Southern
Ute Museum, the Center for Southwest Studies at Fort Lewis College and the Special
Collection Library at the University of Arizona. Each speaker was given a copy of their
interview.
Before continuing this discussion, it is important to note that Givon (1979 &
1980) uses slashes // around all the sounds he posits, even for the variants of underlying
phonemes. To avoid confusion, angled brackets < > mark the Givon citations written in
his orthography. Quotation marks “” mark the Charney citations written in her
orthography. For my analysis, I use IPA symbols with the slashes // for segments
tentatively understood as underlying phonemes, and the square brackets [] for surface
realizations and phonetic detail. A definitive phonological analysis is beyond the scope
of this phonetic dissertation.
2.1.1 Structure of this Chapter
This chapter is divided into the following sections: Section 1 provides a brief
introduction. Section 2 provides a short background on phonetic analysis. Section 3-8
presents an analysis of the consonants in the following order: stops, fricatives, affricates,
nasals, glides and rhotics. Previous research is interwoven when necessary to provide
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additional phonetic and phonological understanding. The research findings are
summarized in Section 9 along with a discussion of the areas in need of further research.
2.2 Phonetic Analysis Background
A basic understanding of phonetic analysis is necessary to continue this
discussion. In acoustic phonetic analysis, several cues are used to distinguish segments.
For vowels, formant patterns are the major acoustic cues (Kent & Read 2002). For
consonants, the acoustic cues include: burst release which is produced by the initial
release of constriction and onset of voicing for stops; frication noise for fricatives; and
formant transitions (Kent & Read 2002). The peak amplitudes of the burst frequencies of
stops are important acoustic cues. Four Southern Ute voiceless stop bursts (on the left)
are shown with three English voiceless stops (on the right) in figure (1).
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FIGURE (1) Comparison of Ute and English Word-initial Voiceless Stops: “pagü”,
<paĝų́>, ‘fish’; pot; “tásigerü,” <tá’asigerį>, ‘paper’; tot; “kiya”, <kiyą́y>, ‘to laugh’;
keep; “kok’o”, <qox
́ ̂ >, ‘bullsnake’
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Figure (1) illustrates two important acoustic characteristics of the Southern Ute voiceless
stops. First, the spectrograms above provide evidence that the Southern Ute voiceless
stops are not aspirated. There is very little time that passes after the burst release (which
appears as aspiration, marked by the arrows) and the start of voicing (which appears as
the dark bands) of the following vowel. The period after the stop release and the
appearance of the voiced formants is the voice onset time (VOT).
In English, voiceless stops are aspirated when they appear word-initially or when
functioning as the onset of a stressed syllable. These stops exhibit a VOT of 85-109 ms
between the stop burst and the beginning of the voicing of the following vowel. The
voice onset times from the burst release to the start of voicing is summarized in chart (1)
below.
CHART (1) Southern Ute and English Voice Onset Time
Southern Ute

English

p

6 ms

93 ms

t

14 ms

109 ms

k

29 ms

85 ms

q

7 ms

N/A
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Second, the peak amplitude of the burst frequencies of the Southern Ute wordinitial voiceless stops [p, t, k, q] vary. Burst release occurs when the closure is released
and the air flow bursts from the closure location. On a spectrogram, the burst release
appears as aspiration which may have a darker area where the most energy is released. In
Southern Ute, for bilabial [p] the burst release (marked by the arrows) has the shortest
duration and the intensity is distributed below 2,500 Hz. For alveolar [t], the burst
release frequency is scattered mostly around 2,700 Hz. The velar [k] has a long stop
burst with the greatest intensity at 3,200 Hz. Finally, uvular [q] burst release occurs with
the most intensity around 1,000 Hz. What is important to note is that the burst frequency
is different for each voiceless stop.
For consonants, adjacent vowel formant transitions are important acoustic cues.
The velar pinch, convergence of F2 and F3, is an important cue for velar segments (Kent
& Read 2002: 158). An example of the velar stop [g] in “pagü”, <pagǘ>, ‘fish’ is shown
in figure (2).
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FIGURE (2) Velar Stop [g] in “pagü”, <pagǘ>, ‘fish’
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The velar stop [g] in figure (2) appears as a short burst release with an intensity peak at
1,616 Hz. Recall from figure (1), voiceless velar stop [k] does not have fricative noise
but has a long stop burst release with intensity around 1,500-2,500 Hz. The velar pinch
occurs at a frequency of 2,000 Hz. The formants are marked with the dotted lines.
The above section illustrates some of the acoustic cues used in phonetics. Mainly,
the frequency of fricative noise, voice onset time and formant frequency are important
acoustic clues that will play a major role in the following sections.
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2.3. Phonetics of Southern Ute Stop Consonants
This section presents the analysis of stop consonants in various environments.
Segments that undergo the same phonological processes are discussed together whenever
possible. A rule-based analysis of the phonological alternations is also presented when
applicable.
2.3.1 [p, t, k, q] in Compounding
The voiceless bilabial stop [p] undergoes a voicing alternation during
compounding. According to Givon (1980), the voiceless bilabial stop <p> is related to
the sound <v>, but the relationship is not totally predictable. In other words, the
underlying phoneme /p/ may surface as [p] or [v] depending on the preceding morpheme
which suggests a morphological final feature alternation. This voicing alternation during
compounding also occurs with /t, k, q/ resulting in [ɾ, Ɣ, ʁ] as shown in (1).
(1) Voicing Derivation in Compounding (Givon 1980)

UR:

PR:

<p> → <v>

<t> → <r>

<k> → <g>

<q> → <ĝ>

<píą-pi>

<tuá-ci>

<káni>

̂ ̂>
<qxox

‘female’

‘child’

‘house’

‘bullsnake’

<kavá-víą-pi>

<núu-ruá-ci̥ >

<núu-gáni>

<pá-ĝox̂ >

‘mare’

‘baby’

‘tipi’

‘water-snake’

To summarize, voiceless stops /p, t, k, q/ are voiced during some compound-word
formations to surface as [v, ɾ, Ɣ, ʁ] respectively. This voicing rule is shown in (2).
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(2) Stop Voicing Rule During Compounding8
C

→

[+voi]

/

]_

-voi
-cont
In prose, the voicing rule states that the voiceless stops become voiced when certain
morphemes appear to their immediate left in the compounds. This claim is supported by
the examples shown in example (3).
(3) Examples which Do Not Voice During Compounding (Charney 1996)
/-kani / ‘house’
a. /pövo-/

‘watch’ +

/-kani/ →

[pövokani]

b. /nuumarog'umapügatü-/ ‘creator’ +

/-kani/ →

[nuumarog'umapügatükani]

c. /sia-/

/-kani/ →

[siakani]

‘shade’

+

The examples in (3) do not surface as voiced which suggests that the voicing alternation
may be triggered by the preceding morpheme.
It is important to note that the intervocalic contrast also exists in words that are
not compounds. Some examples are given in example (4) below.
(4) Intervocalic Contrasts (Givon 1980)
a. <aapachi>, ‘boy’

vs.

<aavachi>, ‘broad beans’

b. <pana-́ qa-rų>, ‘money’

vs.

<kwiyá-qa-tų>, ‘fence’

c. <tugú-payá>, ‘sky’

vs.

<pukú-n>, ‘my horse’

8

Further research is necessary to determine which morphemes induce voicing in the following consonants.
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The voiceless and voiced stops given in example (4) occur in identical environments yet
surface with differing voicing.
More research is necessary to determine which morphemes trigger the voicing.
Givon (2008: personal communication) suggests this voicing alternation was predictable
for older Southern Ute speakers but not for younger speakers. This means that younger
speakers voice the voiceless stops sometimes but not all the time. This alternation may
be the result of a ‘final morphological feature’ and is beyond the scope of this phonetic
documentation. Additionally, this alternation is in part morphophonemic. A
morphophonemic rule changes a phoneme into another phoneme. A phonemic rule
provides the allophonic details. Sometime, the same rule is both morphophonemic and
phonemic. More research is necessary to determine the nature of this alternation.
The consonant data presented thus far suggest that morphemes containing /p, t, k,
q/ can also be realized with voiced [v, ɾ, ɣ, ʁ]. Spectrograms of the [v, ɾ ɣ, ʁ] are shown
in figures (3-6) below.
FIGURE (3) [v]: “pǘkavünini,” ‘to scold, chastise, browbeat’
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The voice bilabial fricative [v] is signaled by the voice bar and has duration of 136 ms.
FIGURE (4) [ɾ]: “chugwapöröka,” ‘to go to meet/join with’ PL
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The flap [ɾ] appears as a gap in the spectrogram and has a duration of 52 ms.
FIGURE (5) [ɣ]: “pagü”, ‘fish’
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The voiced velar fricative [ɣ] is evidenced by the voice bar. Its duration is 163 ms. This
segment was used by only one of the three speakers consulted in this study. He was the
oldest speaker. The rest of the speaker produced the voice velar stop [g] instead. In this
spectrogram, he devoiced the preceding vowel as evidence by the lack of the voice bar.
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FIGURE (6) [ʁ]: “pog’oi,” ‘to be lumpy/bumpy’
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The voice uvular fricative [ʁ] is marked by the voice bar and low F2. In this word, it has
a duration of 122 ms.
2.3.2 Word-Initial /p, t, k, q/
Examples of word-initially [p, t, k, q] were shown in figure (1). According to
Givon, in word-initial positions one may find only <p, t, k, q> but never <v, r, g, ĝ>
(1980: 9-11). In other words, the variants [v, ɾ, ɣ, ʁ] never appear in word-initial
positions. However, as shown in the previous section, these are in contrast in intervocalic
positions with /p, t, k, q/ and so must be tentatively recognized as distinctive or phonemic
consonants.
2.3.3 Word-Medial and Intervocalic /p, t, k, q/
[p, v, t, ɾ, k, Ɣ, q, ʁ] may surface word-medially or intervocalically suggesting
each segment is phonemic. Near minimal pairs are shown in (5).
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(5) Intervocalic Contrasts of /p,v, t, r, k, g, q, ĝ/ (Givon 1979, 1980)
a. <?ipí-ci>, ‘red body paint’

vs.

<?iví-ci>, ‘stick’

b. <sivąątu-ci>, ‘goat’

vs.

<kanyéeru-ci>, ‘sheep’

c. <?aká-ĝa-rų>, ‘red’

vs.

<páagi-vi>, ‘hair’

d. <paná-qa-rų>, ‘money’

vs.

<?aká-ĝa-rų>, ‘red’

In example (5), the stops <p, v, t, r, k, g, q, ĝ> appear in near minimal pairs suggesting
they are phonemic. Said another way, compounding has not occurred which provides
evidence that these segments are phonemic. In example (5 d), however, compounding
has occurred in both words yet there is still a voicing difference9.
This additional data suggests that the consonant inventory of Southern Ute
consists of: /p, v, t, ɾ, k, ɣ, q, ʁ/. As noted above, the exact phonological status of these
segments in the diverse environments where they appear is beyond the scope of this
dissertation.
2.3.4 <k, g> Adjacent to Back, Non-High Vowels
A backing alternation occurs in Southern Ute. According to Givon (1979: 9-10)
the consonants <k, g> get backed when between <a>___<a>, before or after <o> and <ǫ>
to surface as <q, ĝ> respectively. This process is shown in (6).

9

The morphological breakdown of these words is paná
-qa-rų, bright-have-AS, ‘money’ literally meaning,

‘the thing that has brightness’ and ?aká
-ĝa-rų, red-have-AS, ‘red’ literally meaning, ‘the thing that has
redness.’ This suggests that the verb ‘have’ shows the effects of a final morphological feature as it

surfaces as “-ga-, -ge-, -gwa-, -ĝa-, -?á
aĝa-, -ní
-?á
aĝa-, -gąy. –ga-qay, -xa-qa, -xa-qa-xa (Givon 1979:
114).
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(6) Backing Derivation10 (Givon 1980)
a.

<k> → <q>

UR:

/paná-ka-rų/

PR:

<paná-qa-rų> ‘money’

b.

<g> → <ĝ>

UR:

/sá-ga12-rų/

‘white,’

PR:

<sá-ĝa-rų>

‘white’

‘money,’

‘bright-have-AS11’

‘white-have-AS’

In the backing derivation, the velar stop [k] surfaces as uvular stop [q] and the voiced
velar stop [g] surfaces as a voiced uvular fricative [ʁ]. It is important to note, that the
voiced velar stop [g] is sometimes the voiced variant of the velar stop [k]. The acoustic
cue for a velar segment is the convergence or divergence of the second and third formant.
The acoustic cue for a fricative segment is frication with areas of intensity. A
spectrogram of the backed variant [q] is shown in figure (7) followed by a spectrogram of
the backed [ʁ] in figure (8).

10

It is important to note that Givon (1979 & 1980) does not posit underlying representations for his
examples. The underlying representations given in this chart are posited by Oberly 2008 based on the
description given by Givon (1979 & 1980).

12

Recall that the verb ‘have’ appears as several surface forms; this is an area in need of further research.
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FIGURE (7) Backing of /k/ to [q]:[tuaqa] (Oberly 2008), <tuá-qa>, “tuaka”, ‘to give
birth to PAST’
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The voiceless uvular stop has peak intensities at the frequency of 1,616 and 2,530 Hz.
Next consider a spectrogram of the voiced uvular fricative [ʁ].
FIGURE (8) Backing of /g/ to [ʁ]: [øɑpoʁotʃi] (Oberly 2008), <ʔǫą-poĝó-ci>,
“öapog’ochi”, ‘to be bumpy/lumpy’
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In figure (8), the voice uvular fricative (marked by the lines) is evidenced by the voice
bar at a low frequency of 486 Hz. The second formant is at a frequency of 774 Hz. In
this spectrogram the vowel formant frequencies are important cues. They do not show
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evidence of a velar pinch, the convergence of F2 and F3, ruling out the velar fricative [ɣ].
There is no evidence of a stop release ruling out the uvular stop [q]. If the segment was
phonetically [χ], we would not expect to see a voice bar. A near minimal pair for the
voiced velar stop [g] and the voiced uvular fricative [ʁ] is shown below in (7).
(7) Near Minimal Pair: “g”, [g] versus “g’”, [ʁ] (Charney 1996)
a. “kuwaagatü,” ‘sharp’
b. “kwiyag’atü,” ‘bear’
With the addition of this information, the consonant inventory of Southern Ute
consists of: /p, v, t, ɾ, k, ɣ, q, ʁ/. The segment [q] appears to be the backed allophone of
[k]. The segment [ʁ] appears to be a backed allophone of [g] or [ɣ] depending on the age
of the speaker.
2.3.5 /p, t, k, q/ Before Devoiced Final Vowels
Recall that most Southern Ute nouns end with an absolutive suffix (AS) which
consists of a consonant and vowel such as “…<-ci, -vi, -pi, -vų, -pų, -rį, -tį >…” (Givon
1979:17). The final vowel of the absolutive suffix is devoiced when the noun is the
subject and voiced when it is the object (Givon 1979). Goss suggests that absolutive
suffixes may be the remnants of a noun classifier system (1972). It is important to note
that [p, t, v] but not [k, q] occur in absolutive suffixes as in “<píą-pi> ‘female’ and
<kumáą-vi> ‘male’ (Givon 1980: 10).”
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2.3.6 /k, q/ Word Final13
The voiceless velar stop [k] occurs word-initially and word-medially.
Neither stop segments occur in word-final positions. Their fricative variants occur in
word-final positions. In other words, the back stop <k> becomes the fricative <x>, [x],
and the back stop <q> becomes the fricative <x̂ > when word-finally or when followed by
a devoiced vowel. This suggests a spirantization alternation. This process is shown in
the rule in (8).
(8) Spirantization Rule
C

→

[+cont]

/

___#
___ V̥#

-cont
+back
In prose, the spirantization rule states that back stops /k/ and /q/ become fricatives [x, χ]
when word-finally or followed by a devoiced vowel which is word-finally. Figure (9)
presents spectrograms of the velar fricative [x] and the uvular fricative [χ].

Very few consonants may appear word-finally. These include s, x, χ, n, m, ʔ. Further research is
necessary to determine if a devoiced vowel follows these consonants.
13
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FIGURE (9) Velar and Uvular Fricatives in [qɑnivɛɛtux] (Oberly 2008), <kaní-vee-tux,>
“kanivetug” ‘toward the house’; and [qoχ] (Oberly 2008), <qóx̂ >, “kok’” ‘bullsnake’
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There is evidence of a velar pinch for [x] which does not occur in a uvular fricative [χ].
There is a distinction in fricative noise distribution between these two fricatives. Velar
[x] fricative noise consists of two sections of intensity (marked with the arrows) while
uvular [χ] fricative noise exhibits intensity peaks at the frequencies of 726 and 3,877 Hz.
The Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) of these fricatives is shown in figures (10) and (11).
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FIGURE (10) Fast Fourier Transformation for Velar Fricative [x]
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FIGURE (11) Fast Fourier Transformation for Uvular Fricative [χ]
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From the FFTs shown in (10) exhibit intensity peaks (marked with arrows) for the velar
[x] are at the frequencies of 558 and 976 Hz. In figure (11) the intensity peaks for the
uvular [χ] appear at the frequencies of 654 and 3,997 Hz.
With the additional spirantization data, we can add to the inventory of variants the
segments [x, χ ], variants in final positions for /k/ and /q/ respectively.
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2.3.7 Labialized Stop /kw/
Labialization is “the addition of a lip rounding gesture…there may also be an
accompanying raising of the back of the tongue…It is especially common with velar
obstruents and …with uvulars” (Ladefoged & Maddieson: 356). The lip rounding
gesture occurs at release of stricture (Ladefoged & Maddieson: 357). The Charney
(1996) orthography includes the labialized velar stop [kw] and the labialized velar
fricative [ɣ w]. An example of a near minimal pair is listed below in (9).
(9) Labialized velar stop [kw] and velar fricative [g w]
a. “kukwi”

‘to shoot, sting’

b. “kugwi”

‘to fill up’

The 1979 Givon orthography does not use these symbols. However, it seems clear that
there is a distinction in Southern Ute between labialized velars and the sequence velar +
labial. The following spectrograms show the differences between a labialized velar and a
velar followed by a labial.
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FIGURE (12) Labialized Velar Stop [kw]: [kwijɑpi̥ ],“kwiyaʾaipü,” ‘a burned or charred
̂ >, ‘to fill up’
thing’;[kwikutiiʔaχ], “kuwitii’ak’,” <kuwıtiiax
́
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FIGURE (13) Velar Stop Followed by Labial [kw]: [tʃɯkwii
̥
̥ ] (Oberly 2008), “chükwii”
‘turn, twist’; [puukwi], “puukwi,’ <púukwi>, ‘to bend down and stick out one’s behind’
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A characteristic of labialization is the lowering of formants in their vicinity. Following a
labialized sound, formants rise. In figure (12), F2 and F3 rise immediately in labialized
[kw]. But in the non-labialized /kw/ there is a stop burst between 500-1,000 Hz (marked
with arrow). The stop burst is long (marked by the double arrow) followed by a gradual
raise in F2 for the labial glide /w/. These facts support the claim that the articulation of
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[kw] consists of two separate gestures. The labialized [kw] may only occur word-initially.
More research is necessary to determine the environment which [kw] occurs. Next
consider spectrograms of [gw] and [gw] shown in (14) and (15).
FIGURE (14) Labialized Velar Stop [gw]: [togwavɯ’ivɯ], “tógwavü’ivü,” ‘black eye,
shiner’;
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FIGURE (15) Velar Followed by Labial [gw]: [tʃugwapøɾoqɑ], <cugwá-pǫró->,
“chugwapöroka,” ‘to go meet with, to go join with’
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The voiced labial stops show the same distinctions between the labialized segment [gw]
and the two distinct segments [gw]. More research is necessary to determine the
phonemic status of the labialized stop [kw, gw ] versus the stop followed by the labial [kw,
gw].
2.3.8 Glottal Stop [ʔ]
The glottal stop appears word-initially, intervocalically and word-finally. Kent
and Read (2002) state, “In its spectrographic appearance, the glottal stop is remarkable
primarily for its brevity…[it] can be observed on acoustic displays as a gap or period of
reduced acoustic energy that may be accompanied by an abrupt onset of vocal fold
vibration” (184-5). Examples of glottal stops in differing environments are shown in
figure (16).
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FIGURE (16) Glottal Stop in [ʔivitʃɯ̥kiniʔnɑʔpɯ̥] (Oberly 2008), “ivichükiʾnapü,”
‘wooden flagpole,’; [mɑɑiʔtiʔi] (Oberly 2008), <ma?áyh-tii>, “maʾaiHtii,” ‘to lose, to
̂ ́ -?ni>, “chak’oʾni” ‘to turn, turn
cause to be lost’; [tʃɑ̥Ɣwɛiniʔ] (Oberly 2006), <caxo
around, divert’
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In the spectrograms above, the glottal stops appear as a sequence of glottal pulses. These
pulses appear as vertical lines with a few milliseconds of separation.
For now, the phonemic inventory discussed thus far consists of: /p, v, t, ɾ, k, ɣ, q,
ʁ, kw, gw, ʔ/.
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2.4 Phonetics of Southern Ute Fricatives
The analysis in this section provided an analysis of five fricatives. The voiced
fricative [v] may be: a variant of /p/ during compound word formation or phonemic /v/.
This is analogous to the plural of English wife in that /f/ and /v/ are separate phonemes,
but [f] appears as [v] in the plural form wives. The velar fricative [x] is a variant of /k/
during spirantization which occurs word-finally or near word-final. The voiced uvular
fricative [ɣ] may be a variant of /k/ during compounding or the phonemic / ɣ /. Only the
oldest speaker produced the voiced uvular fricative [ɣ]. The voiceless uvular fricative [χ]
may be a variant of /k/ word-finally and adjacent to a back vowel. The voiced uvular
fricative [ʁ] may be a variant of /ɣ / during backing or a variant of /q/ during word-final
spirantization. The only fricatives which have not been discussed are voiceless alveolar
fricative [s] and voiceless [h].
2.4.1 Voiceless Alveolar Fricative [s]
“The strident fricatives possess intense noise energy…for these fricatives,
continuous noise energy is evident.” (Kent & Read 2002: 162). This is shown in figure
(17).
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FIGURE (17) Voiceless Alveolar [s] word-initial, intervocalic and word-final for [sɑkɯi]
(Oberly 2008), <sakųi>, “saküi,” ‘to limp, be lame’; [tɑsigeri̥̥ ] (Oberly 2008),
<tásigeri>, “tásigerü,” ‘paper’; [katʃis] (Oberly 2008); <kac-ís> ‘“kachüs,” ‘before,
still, not yet’
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Figure (17) shows that the alveolar fricative has high frequency energy above 6,000 Hz.
The voiceless alveolar fricative [s] does not undergo a voicing alternation as there is no
evidence of a voicing bar between voiced vowels.
2.4.2 Voiceless Glottal Fricative <h>
Both the Givon and Charney orthography use the symbol <h> to mark a devoiced
vowel they can not identify. The glottal sound [h] is produced by a spread glottis with
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tense vocal folds. The spreading and tensing blocks voicing, but a mild degree of
turbulent airflow is enough to activate faint (voiceless) vowel formants. So,
paradoxically, the phonetic realization of the orthographic “h” is carried in a voiceless
vowel. An example of the voiceless glottal fricative is shown in figure (18).
FIGURE (18) Voiceless Glottal Fricative in [tʃiiɸhtʃɑnapɯ́] (Oberly 2008);
“chiiwHchapü,” <cíi-whcá-pų>, ‘beaded belt’
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In figure (18), there is no evidence of voicing in the form of a voice bar nor are there
visible formants during the articulation of the voiceless glottal fricative [h] which is a
devoiced vowel. The articulation of devoiced vowels produces increased airflow which
may aid in perceptibility (marked with arrows) similar to the fricative noise of voiceless
glottal fricative [h]. The labial glide /w/ surfaces as a voiceless bilabial fricative [ɸ] as
evidenced by the lack of a voice bar and the rise of the second formant. The phonetics
and phonology of devoiced vowels is discussed in chapter 3 of this dissertation. More
research is necessary to determine the affects of devoicing on adjacent vowels.
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2.5 Phonetics of the Southern Ute Affricate Consonants
2.5.1 Voiceless Palatal Affricate [tʃ]̂
The voiceless palatal affricate is “…produced with a period of complete
obstruction of the vocal tract …with a period of frication. The frication interval for
affricates tends to be shorter than that for fricatives (Kent and Read 2002: 169).” It
occurs word-initially, intervocalically and adjacent to word-final devoiced vowels. An
example is figure (19).
FIGURE (19) Voiceless Palatal Affricate [tʃ̂]: piachin, ‘my mother’
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The voiceless stop [t] is marked by the arrow. It is followed by the fricative [ʃ] which
appears as aspiration above 3,400 Hz.
2.5.2 Voiceless Uvular Affricate <qχ̂>
The voiceless uvular affricate <qχ̂> is posited by Givon (1979, 1980) as the result
of an affrication process in which uvular <q> surfaces as <qχ̂> word-initially. This is
shown in (10).
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(10) Affrication Derivation (Givon 1980:11)
<q> → <qχ̂>
UR:

14
<qox
́̂ >

PR:

<qχ̂ó x̂ > ‘bullsnake’

A spectrographic analysis shows that no examples of the voiceless uvular affricate <qχ̂>
can be found in words Givon posited them to occur in. The unaffricated voiceless uvular
stop [q] appears in place of the voiceless uvular affricate <qχ̂>. Two of these examples
are shown in figure (20).

14

This underlying form is posited by Oberly 2008.
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̂ ́ -ciFIGURE (20): Voiceless Uvular Affricate <qχ̂> in [tʃɑ̥qɑtʃin] (Oberly 2008); <caqxa
̂ ́ -vi>,
n>, “chak’achin,” ‘my younger brother’; [tʃɯqaivi
̥
̥ ̥ ]15 (Oberly 2008); <cųqxa
“chükavi,”‘testicle(s)’
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In figure (20), the posited voiceless uvular affricate <qχ̂> is transcribed as the voiceless
uvular stop [q]. This transcription is supported by the lack of fricative noise. Further
research is necessary to verify the existence of <qχ̂>.

15

It appears the devoicing of the vowel in the word-final position effects the voiced fricative [v] which
surfaces as devoice. This is the only environment where a devoiced [v] occurs. It is not a phonemic [f].
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2.6 Phonetic of Southern Ute Nasal Consonants
The labial nasal [m] and alveolar nasal [n] occur word-initially, intervocalically
and word-finally and do not undergo any phonological alternations. In spectrograms,
nasal segments appear as an abrupt change in the spectrogram followed by a voice bar in
the lower frequencies and faint formants which reflect the resonant frequencies of the
vocal tract. Examples of the two nasals are shown in figure (21).
FIGURE (21) Coronal Nasal [n]: [navaki ɣ ani̥ ] (Oberly 2008), <naváki-gáni>,
“navakigani,” ‘bathroom’; [qɑnivɛɛtux] (Oberly 2006); <kaní-vee-tux>, “kanivetug”
‘toward the house’
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Next consider the spectrograms of the bilabial nasal [m] in figure (22).
FIGURE (22) Bilabial Nasal [m]: maiku, ‘say’; káma’aiwatü, ‘blind person’
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Thus, the nasals /m/ and/n/ must be added to the consonant inventory. The inventory
now consists of: /p, v, t, ɾ, k, ɣ, q, ʁ, kw, gw, ʔ, s, tʃ,̂ m, n/.
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2.7 Phonetics of Southern Ute Glides
The glides include the labial-velar glide [w] and the palatal glide [j]. They occur
word-initially and intervocalically. There is no evidence of glides occurring in wordfinal position. The bilabial glide /w/ was shown in figure (23) below.
FIGURE (23) Bilabial Glide /w/: pag’osag’wana, ‘smell like surfur’
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Recall from the discussion of figure (18) that bilabial glide /w/ devoices before a
voiceless vowel; it appears there phonetically as [ɸ].
An example of the palatal glide [j] is given in figure (24).
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FIGURE (24) Palatal Glide [j]: [tiikja] (Oberly 2008); <tíi-kya>, “tiikya” ‘to go up to, to
ascend, PAST’
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The palatal glide “has a falling second formant…[and] a drop in the third formant
(Ladefoged 2005: 54). The sharp drop in the third formant and a falling second formant
are visible in figure (24).
With the inclusion of the glides, the consonant inventory consists of: /p, v, t, ɾ, k,
ɣ, q, ʁ, kw, gw, ʔ, s, tʃ,̂ w, j/.
2.8 Phonetics of Southern Ute Rhotics
As discussed in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 the voiced uvular fricative [ʁ] and the
alveolar tap [ɾ] do not occur word-initially. No examples were found in word-final
positions. They only occur inter-vocalically. An example of the alveolar tap [ɾ] is shown
in figure (25).
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FIGURE (25) Alveolar Tap [ɾ]: [tʃi̥ khuɾi] (Oberly 2008); <chiku
̥ ́ ɾɯy> , “chi̥ kuɾɯ,” ‘poke
with, poke into, stick into’
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The alveolar tap is a single stop closure (marked with the double arrow) (Ladefoged &
Maddieson 1996: 230). The flap [ɾ] sometimes alternates with /t/.
2.9 Conclusion
This discussion presents the first acoustic phonetic analysis of Southern Ute
consonants. The consonant inventory is listed in chart (2).
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CHART (2) Consonant Inventory
Bilabial Labio-Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal
Plosive

p

t

k, g

q

ʔ

kw gw
Nasal

m

n

Rhotic

ɾ

Fricative

v

Approximant

χ

ʁ

j
tʃ̂

Affricate
Glide

x ɣ

s

w

There several areas in need of further phonetic research: determining the
existence of the voiceless uvular affricate <qχ̂>. It needs to be determined if devoiced
vowels always follow these segments [s, χ, x, n, m, ʔ] when they appear in word-final
positions. It is necessary develop a better understanding of the morphological conditions
of voicing under compounding.
Additionally, this analysis supports the need of further analysis using video and
ultrasound technologies for two reasons. First devoiced vowels appear as frication in
spectrograms thus requiring visual recording of labial gestures and ultrasound images of
tongue gesture. Second, uvular consonant articulation is difficult to observe, requiring
ultrasound to determine place of articulation. It is imperative that further research occurs
soon as the number of speaker is decreasing as an alarmingly fast rate.
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Chapter 3: A Phonetic Analysis of Southern Ute Vowels
3.0 Introduction
Southern Ute vowels provide rich phonetic and phonological data. The vowels
have not been instrumentally studied previously leaving many areas in need of further
research. This chapter is an initial instrumental exploration into the vowels of Southern
Ute. First spectrograms of each vowel, starting with the high vowels working down to
the low vowels, are discussed. The three distinct dimensions of the Givon analysis are
given next. He distinguishes between the follow vowels: <ų> and <į>; <a> and <ą>;
<ǫ>and <o>. Then the vowel quality and duration of the individual speakers are
followed by a vowel space comparison between the male and female fluent speakers.
There are considerable differences in vowel space between speakers. The differences
depend on the age and sex of the speaker. The oldest speaker, a seventy-four year old
male, had the most congested vowel space. The two female speakers and perhaps the
younger male speaker appear to have had a shift of the mid-high front rounded vowel
“ö”. The differences among speakers may be due to dialects. An acoustic description of
devoiced vowels is discussed next. Just as with the vowel space data, devoicing also
varies considerably. A series of spectrograms are used through out this discussion.
A discussion of spectrograms and vowel formants is needed to continue this
analysis. As seen in the first two chapters of this dissertation, spectrograms are
fundamental in phonetic research. Spectrograms are one form for the visual
representation of sounds. In spectrograms, the vertical axis shows the frequency in hertz
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(Hz). The horizontal axis represents time. Amplitude is shown by the degree of darkness
of the spectrograms with loud sounds appearing darker than soft sounds.
Formants, the resonant frequencies of the vocal tract, are important acoustic cues
that are displayed in spectrograms, with formants appearing as dark bands. For vowels,
the frequencies of the formants reflect the shape of the vocal tract and identify the vowel.
In other words, one can identify the vowel by examining the frequencies and patterns of
the formants. The formant patterns for a few English vowels are shown in figure (1).
FIGURE (1) Stylized Spectrograms showing relationship between F1 and F2 Vowel
Formant Frequencies and Tongue Position (Kent & Read 2002: 114)
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In prose, figure (1) illustrates that the position (height) of the first formant (F1)
corresponds to tongue height. F1 is low in high vowels and high in low vowels. The
second formant (F2) is an acoustic cue for tongue advancement. F2 is higher for front
vowels and low for back vowels. Notice the high, front, unrounded [i] has a very high F2
and very low F1 while the back, low, unrounded [ɑ] has a mid F2 with a very close F1.
For this dissertation, the formant frequencies were measured by placing the cursor in the
middle of the formants at the center of the vowel. The requisite phonetic understanding
has now been established.
Before continuing it is necessary to discuss the notation used in this discussion.
Recall that there are two writing systems currently used on the Southern Ute reservation:
Givon (1979) and Charney (1996). It is important to note that the Givon orthography
captures phonetic distinctions while Charney’s is a more economical representation of the
vowels but does not represent some phonetic distinctions. The 1979 orthography makes
several claims of allophonic relations which are not tested here. The allophony problem
is beyond the scope of this dissertation, which is an initial exploration of the phonetics
that cannot solve all the phonological issues. Since the Charney orthography is the
current practical orthography adopted by the Southern Ute Tribe as the official
orthography, it will be used in this discussion. In the text, double quotes mark the
Charney orthography, angled brackets <> mark Givon’s orthography and square brackets
[] mark the IPA symbols.
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3.1 Organization of Chapter
Section one presents the differing vowel inventories posited for Southern Ute. It
includes a discussion of the phonetic distinctions of the Givon analysis. The vowel
quality is discussed in section two. It begins by describing the vowel space of individual
speakers and moves to a comparison of male and female vowel spaces. Spectrograms are
included when necessary. Section three provides an in-depth discussion of vowel length
followed by a discussion of devoiced vowels in section four. Section five summarizes
the Southern Ute vowel information and discusses areas in need of further study.
3.2 Southern Ute Vowels
This section presents an instrumental description of the Southern Ute vowels. A
general acoustic discussion of the nine vowels is given using spectrograms. The
discussion begins with the high vowels and works downward. Next is an in-depth
discussion of the Givon analysis which consists of the following vowel contrasts:
<ų>,[ɯ] versus <į>, [ɨ]; <ǫ>, [ø] versus <o> and <ą>, [æ] versus <a>, [ɑ].
A brief discussion of the two differing Southern Ute orthographies is presented
first. Figure (2) shows the vowel inventory proposed by Givon (1979) which consists of
nine vowels.
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FIGURE (2) Vowel Inventory posited by Givon (1979:5)
Front

Mid

Rd Unrd
High

i

High-mid

ǫ [ø]

Low-mid

į [ɨ]

Back
Unrd

Rd

ų [ɯ]

u

e [ɛ]

o

ą [æ]
a [ɑ]

Low

It consists of four front vowels <i, ǫ, e, ą>, one mid vowel <į>, and four back vowels <ų,
u, o, a>. The Givon orthography is phonetic in that it uses a different symbol for each
sound.
Next consider the Charney (1996) vowel inventory which consists of seven
vowels shown in figure (3).
FIGURE (3) Vowel Inventory Posited by Charney (1996: xiii)
Front

Mid

Rd Unrd
High

i

High-mid

ö [ø]

Back
Unrd

Rd

ü [ɯ]

u

e [ɛ]

Low

o
a [ɑ]

There are three front vowels “i, ö, e” and four back vowels “ü, u, o, a”. Charney
uses the symbol “ü” for Givon’s <į> and <ų> and the symbol “a” for both of Givon’s
<ą>, [æ] and <a>, [ɑ]. This orthography is the current practical orthography adopted by
the Southern Ute Tribe as the official practical orthography.
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Southern Ute vowels can be either short or long. Vowel length will be discussed
in detail in section 3.3. Givon and Charney also agree that vowels can be devoiced.
Recall from section 1.2.4 that the voicing of the word final vowel in the absolutive suffix
on the object noun, in contrast to the voiceless vowel in the subject case, has an important
syntactic function. Section 3.4 provides an in-depth discussion of devoiced vowels.
Next consider the spectrograms, actual and stylized, of each of the nine Southern
Ute vowels shown in following nine figures.
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FIGURE (4) Spectrogram of [i]: “si’i”, ‘to urinate’; <į>
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FIGURE (5) Spectrogram of [ɨ]: <atįmaiku>, ‘to speak well’
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Notice that these two high vowels have low first formats between 280 and 478 Hz which
indicate high vowels. The high front vowel [i] has a higher second formant at 1,964 Hz
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than the high central vowel <į> at 1,756 Hz. A higher second formant correlates with a
more front vowel.
FIGURE (6) Spectrogram of “ü”: “küpü”, ‘sunflower’
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FIGURE (7) Spectrogram of [u]: “kuchu”, ‘buffalo’
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These two high, back vowels have low first formants between 439 and 445 Hz. The
unrounded, high, back “ü” has a higher second formant at 1,596 Hz indicating that it is
more front than the rounded high back “u” at 1,390 Hz.
Next consider the photographs of the lip gestures of a speaker pronouncing
“püüvü,” ‘fur’. The first photograph is of her lips before she begins to pronounce the
word.
FIGURE (8) Before Pronunciation of püüvü, ‘fur’

FIGURE (9) Lip Unrounding of “ü,” [ɯ] in püüvü, ‘fur’
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FIGURE (10) Spectrogram of “ö”: “tömö”, ‘winter’
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FIGURE (11) Spectrogram of [o]: “kok’o”, ‘bullsnake’
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The rounded front high-mid vowel “ö” has a higher second formant at 1,657 Hz than the
back rounded vowel “o” at 986 Hz. This indicates that the rounded “ö” is more front than
the rounded “o”. Their first formants are at the same low frequency between 477 and 535
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Hz. Next consider the photographs of the lip gestures of one speaker pronouncing
“öövü,” ‘bone’. The first photograph is of before she begins to pronounce the word.
FIGURE (12) Before Pronunciation of öövü” ‘bone’

FIGURE (13) Lip Rounding of “ö,” [ø] in öövü, ‘bone’
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FIGURE (14) Spectrogram of [ɛ]: “ivetü”, ‘on here’; <ą> in <kupąi> ‘to hit’; [a] in
“sa’ai”, ‘to boil’
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The front, mid-low, unrounded “e” at 612 Hz and the front, low, unrounded <ą> at 531
Hz has lower first formants than back, low, unrounded “a” at 993 Hz. This indicates that
the back, unrounded “a” is the lowest of these vowels. The back, low, unrounded “a” has
the lowest second formant at 1,567 Hz of all of these vowels indicating that it is the most
back vowel of the three. A summary of the formant measurements for the Southern Ute
vowels are shown in chart (1) below.
CHART (1) Formant Measurements for Southern Ute Vowels in Stressed Position
Vowel

F1

F2

i

280

1,756

<į>, [ɨ]

478

1,964

ü, [ɯ]

439

1,596

u

445

1,390

ö, [ø]

535

1,657

o

477

986

e, [ɛ]

612

2,138

<ą>, [æ]

531

2,129

a, [ɑ]

993

1,576

As shown above, formant frequencies found in spectrograms are acoustic instrumentation
necessary for phonetic analysis. The Givon analysis is discussed next.
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3.2.1 The Givon Analysis
According to Givon (1979) the high mid vowel <į> is an allophone of the high
back unrounded <ų> after dental consonants <t, r, s, n> and palatal consonants <c, y>.
This is a fronting alternation. Figure (15) shows a spectrogram of <į> after a dental [t] in
<na’atį>, ‘fire, OBJ.’
FIGURE (15) Givon’s <į> in <na’atį>, ‘fire, OBJ.’
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In figure (15), the first vowel formant (F1) of <į> is around 425 Hz, the second (F2) is
around 1,871 Hz and the third (F3) is around 2,816 Hz.
Next consider figure (16) which presents a spectrogram of the unrounded, high,
back <ų>, [ɯ] after the voiced velar stop g in <pagų> “pagü,” ‘fish.’
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FIGURE (16) Givon’s<ų>, [ɯ], in <pagų>, ‘fish’
p
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ų
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In figure (16) the first formant of <ų> is around 402 Hz, the second is around 1,934 Hz
and the third is around 2,848 Hz. F1 is 23 Hz lower in <ų> compared to<į> indicating
that <ų> may be slightly higher. In <ų>, F2 is 63 Hz higher than the F2 in <į> while F3
is 32 Hz higher than F3 in <į>. This information is summarized in chart (2) below.
CHART (2) <į> Versus <ų> Formants
F1-Tongue Height

F2-Fronting

F3

<į>

425

1,871

2,816

<ų>

402

1,934

2,848

Difference

<ų> is 23 lower

<ų> is 63 higher <ų> is 32 higher
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These measurements suggest that <į> is slightly higher than <ų> and that <ų> is slightly
more front.
Givon posits that the high-mid, back, rounded vowel <o> is an allophone of <ǫ>
before or after <q, ĝ, x̂ >. It’s important to note that the front high-mid rounded <ǫ> also
occurs in other environments other than before or after <q, ĝ, x̂ > as shown in figure (17).
In other words the back vowel allophone <o> only appears before back vowels.
FIGURE (17) High-mid, Front rounded <ǫ> in, <pǫ’ǫ> ‘to write’
p

ǫ
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Frequency (Hz)
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0
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0
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In figure (17), F1 is at 459 Hz and F2 at 1,214 Hz and F3 is at 1,783 Hz. Compare the
formants of the front high-mid rounded [ö] with the high-mid, back rounded [o] in figure
(18).
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FIGURE (18) High-mid back rounded [o] in <poĝoi>, ‘to be bumpy/lumpy.’
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In figure (18), F1 is at 423 Hz, F2 at 783 Hz and F3 is at 2253 Hz. It is important to note
that is the environment, followed by the uvular <ĝ>, where the Givon analysis predicts
the high-mid rounded front [o] should appear. The data is summarized in chart (3)
below.
CHART (3) Front <ǫ>, [ø] Versus Back [o]
F1-Tongue Height

F2-Fronting

F3

<ǫ>

459

1,214

1,783

o

423

783

2,253

Difference

o is 36 lower

o is 431 lower o is 470 higher
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The rounded, back vowel [o] is slightly higher than <ǫ> with a small difference of 36 Hz
at F1. There is a 431 Hz difference in F2 between the front [ö] and the back [o]. F2 is
the phonetic correlate of tongue advancement with back vowels having a low F2 and
front vowels having a high F2. The rounded <ǫ> is much more front than the back [o].
Thus <ǫ> must be recognized as a different phonetic vowel in the Southern Ute
inventory.
Figures (19) and (20) are presented for comparison of Givon’s <ą> and <a>.
According to Givon (1979), the low-mid front vowel <ą> “…is an almost totally
predictable variant of the vowel /a/…before or after the consonant /y/…or the vowels /o/,
/ǫ/, /i/, in the case of /i/ even if a consonant intervenes…(14).” Consider figure (19) in
which the low, back [ą] follows the high, front vowel [i].
FIGURE (19) Givon’s <ą> in <pią-chin>, ‘my mother (endearingly)’
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In figure (19), F1 is at 419 Hz, F2 at 2,012 Hz and F3 at 2,563 Hz. Now consider figure
(20) which display the low back vowel <a>, [ɑ].
FIGURE (20) Givon’s <a>, [ɑ] in <paĝų>, ‘fish’
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The low back vowel <a> has the following formant listing, F1 at 456 Hz, F2 at 1,125 Hz
and F3 at 2,195 Hz. A chart comparing the formant listing of these vowels is shown in
chart (4) below.
CHART (4) Givon’s Front <ą>, [æ] Versus Back <a>, [ɑ]
F1-Tongue Height

F2-Fronting

F3

<ą>, [æ]

416

2,012

2,641

<a>, [ɑ]

456

1,125

2,195

Difference

<a> is 40 Hz higher <a> is 887 Hz lower <a> is 446 Hz lower
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This data shows that the first formant for <a>, [ɑ] is 40 Hz higher, which means that the
tongue height is lower in the mouth than for <ą>, [æ]. The second formant for <a> is
887 Hz lower than <ą>, [æ] showing that <a> is more back and lower than <ą>, [æ]. A
chart illustrating the difference in vowel space between <ą>, [æ] and <a>, [ɑ] is shown in
figure (21) below.
FIGURE (21) <ą>, [æ] versus <a>, [ɑ]
F2
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This concludes the discussion of the vowel distinctions of the Givon analysis. Next is a
discussion of the vowel quality of the vowels.
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3.3 Vowel Quality
Vowel quality can be discussed in terms of vowel space. Vowel space is
displayed by measuring the formant frequencies and charting the results. Vowel space
charts show F1 on the Y axis, and F2 as the X axis, with 0 in the upper right-hand corner.
Such charts form convenient icons of tongue height and position in the oral cavity. In
this chapter, the vowel space of four Southern Ute speakers is displayed. There is a
difference between vowel space between male and female speakers. There is also
considerable variation in vowel space among speakers. Each vowel is measured for the
frequency of F1 and F2 in the middle of the vowel. For the vowel length, the vowel is
measured from the onset and offset of the first formant. The measurements were taken
using the PRAAT software (Boersma, P. & Weeninik, D. 2007). Ten tokens of each
vowel were measured.
This discussion of Southern Ute vowel space begins with the two female
speakers. Ten tokens of each vowel were measured. For each speaker, I show a figure
representing the range of values for 10 tokens of each vowel, and a second figure
showing the average vowel for each vowel. The range of the first ten tokens of all seven
vowels in the practical orthography is plotted in figure (22).
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FIGURE (22) F1 & F2 for Female 1
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In figure (22), notice the congestion of the vowel space. There is an overlap of almost all
the vowels. The vowels “u, ü, ö, o” are especially congested in the center of the vowel
space. Chart (5) below shows the minimum, maximum and average of the first and
second formant frequencies of each vowel for female speaker one.
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CHART (5) Minimum, Maximum & Average F1 and F2 Frequencies for Female One

F1

F2

i

u

ü

o

ö

e

æ

a

Min

383

212

381

458

397

397

544

383

Max

588

632

537

747

769

769

863

895

Average 452

410

459

569

572

572

723

665

Min

2047 844

1438 665

1664 1664 1628 1100

Max

3021 1991 2288 1530 2940 2940 2214 2940

Average 2722 1343 1693 1087 2291 2291 1899 1796

Compare figure (23) with figure (24) which displays the average of F1 and F2 of the
same ten tokens.

FIGURE (23) Average F1 & F2 for Female One
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It is important to notice that for this female speaker, the hi-mid, front, rounded vowel [ö]
appears to have shifted from the front to the back of the month. For this female speaker,
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the high, front vowel [i] is lower the high back u. The high-mid, front [ö] is farther back
than the high, back, unrounded [ü].
Next consider the plot of F1 and F2 of ten tokens of each vowel of the second
female speaker shown in figure (24).
FIGURE (24) F1 & F2 for Female Two
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Notice that the vowel space the female speaker two is even more congested than the first
female speaker’s space. The high back [u] has a very large vowel space for this speaker.
In other words, the vowels [i] is the only vowel that has a relatively distinct space. The
minimum, maximum and average frequencies of F1 and F2 for this female speaker is
shown in chart (6) below.
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CHART (6) Minimum, Maximum & Average F1 and F2 Frequencies for Female Two

F1

F2

i

u

ü

o

ö

e

æ

a

Min

369

382

331

465

387

324

571

441

Max

551

541

632

728

659

701

813

823

Average 437

430

465

622

511

527

632

618

1423 988

894

596

1713 931

Min

2092 752

Max

2775 1835 2126 1580 1919 2576 2509 2396

Average 2426 1392 1747 1283 1366 1842 2289 1691

An average of F1 and F2 frequencies for female speaker two is plotted below in figure
(25).
FIGURE (25) Average F1 & F2 for Female Two
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Compared to female speaker one, the rounded, back o and low, unrounded, back [ɑ] of
female speaker two are farther back. Also female speaker two’s high unrounded [i] is
500 Hz higher than female speaker one.
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The measurement of both female speakers indicates that mid-high, front, rounded
vowel <ǫ> has shifted moved up and back in their vowel space. More investigation is
necessary to determine whether this vowel shift is triggered by the consonantal
environments.
Next consider the vowel space of the male speaker one shown in figure (26).
FIGURE (26) F1 & F2 for Male One
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For male speaker one, the vowels [ü, o, ö, u, e] share the center of the vowel space. Male
speaker one has a reduced vowel space comparable to the previous speakers. The high,
back [u] is higher and farther back than the high-mid, front, unrounded [ö]. The low-mid,
front [e] shares the vowel space with high-mid, front, unrounded [ö].
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CHART (7) Minimum, Maximum & Average F1 and F2 Frequencies for Male One

F1

F2

i

u

ü

o

ö

e

æ

a

Min

225

356

312

354

372

285

287

470

Max

437

398

411

547

450

542

545

669

Average 326

375

365

433

406

472

427

535

Min

1699 552

1394 845

1404 1625 1301 1044

Max

2249 1895 1928 1882 2083 2038 1936 1998

Average 2048 1589 1589 1268 1537 1805 1616 1602

Consider the average F1 and F2 for male speaker one in figure (27).
FIGURE (27) Average F1 & F2 for Male One
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As discussed earlier, male speaker one has a smaller vowel space than the two female
speakers. For male speaker 1, the high-mid, back, rounded [o] is farther back than the
high-mid, front [ö]. This male speaker was the oldest speaker interviewed.
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In figure (28), the individual plots of the ten tokens of each vowel for male
speaker two are shown.
FIGURE (28) F1 & F2 for Male Two
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For male speaker two, all vowels are congested and his vowel space is large. The highmid, front [ö] has shifted back much like both female speakers. The high, back,
unrounded [ü] is farther back that the high, back, rounded [u]. The frequency
measurements of F1 and F2 are in chart (8) below.
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CHART (8) Minimum, Maximum & Average F1 and F2 Frequencies for Male Two

F1

F2

i

u

ü

o

ö

e

æ

a

Min

266

245

255

313

297

291

455

450

Max

687

636

373

803

640

720

794

865

Average 383

381

326

472

435

498

590

673

Min

1623 867

927

803

939

1406 1082 940

Max

2446 1902 2181 1467 2179 2414 2044 1995

Average 2122 1246 1629 1074 1458 1898 1506 1427

For male speaker two, the same tokens are averaged and shown in (29).
FIGURE (29) Average F1 & F2 for Male Two
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The main difference between the two male speakers is that low, back, unrounded [ɑ] is
further back (100 Hz) in male speaker two compared to male speaker one. Also male
speaker one had a much smaller vowel space compared to male speaker two and both
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female speakers. Male speaker two seems to share the shift of the “ö” to the back with
the female speakers.
The averages of F1 and F2 for both female speakers are shown in figure (30).
FIGURE (30) Average F1 & F2 for All Females
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The vowel space for [ü, u, ö] is very close while [i, ɛ, ɑ, o] have distinct vowel spaces. It
is important to note that high-mid, front rounded “ö” has shifted to the back part of the
mouth for the female speakers.
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The formant values for the two male speakers are shown in figure (31).
FIGURE (31) Average F1 & F2 for All Males
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The main difference between the male and female speaker’s vowel space is that the high,
front, unrounded “i” is more front for the female speakers.
Finally consider figure (32) which shows the average F1 and F2 for all four
speakers.
FIGURE (32) Mean F1 and F2 Values for All Speakers
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This discussion displays the first phonetic documentation of the vowel space of Southern
Ute.
3.3.1 Vowel Space of Long and Short Vowels
All but one of the Southern Ute vowels occurs as both long and short. The midhigh front rounded <į> only occurs as a short vowel. The short and long vowel space of
female speaker one is shown in figure (33) below.
FIGURE (33) Long & Short Vowels of Female Speaker 1
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The long vowel [ii] with an F2 at 2,932 Hz is much more front than the short [i] with an
F2 at 1,756 Hz. The short and long unrounded high “ü” occupy the same vowel space
with the F1of short “ü” 50 Hz higher. This is not much difference in vowel space
between the following short and long vowels: the back rounded [o]; the low back [a]; the
lo-mid front [ɛ]; and the low-mid front <ą>. The long front rounded “öö” is higher than
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the short “ö” by 53 Hz. This data provides evidence that the vowel space between long
and short vowels is not very different, except for the difference between [ii] and [i].
More discussion of short and long vowels follows.
3.4 Vowel Duration
This is the first instrumental investigation of length differences between short and
long vowels in Southern Ute. Vowel length is an important phonological feature in
Southern Ute. Vowel length can mark the difference between minimal pairs as shown in
example (1).
(1) Minimal Pairs Showing Vowel Length Difference (Givon 1980: 9)

a.

b.

c.

d.

16

Short Vowel

Long Vowel

kani-vetü

kani-veetü

house-on

house-at

‘on the house’

‘at the house’

wHcha16

wHchaa

‘wrapping’

‘swirling’

sagarü

saagarü

white.inan

raw.inan

‘white’

‘raw’

mai-kya

maai-kya

say.3s-pst

find.3s-pst

‘said’

‘found’

The symbol H will be discussed later in this chapter.
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Vowel duration is measured from spectrograms and waveforms. A waveform is a visual
representation of sounds showing amplitude on the vertical axis and time on the
horizontal axis. On the spectrograms, the onset and offset of the first formant are
measured in seconds (s). In figure (34), a short [i] in chichümi, ‘to scratch’ is compared
with a long [ii] in chiinag’atü, ‘one who has curl hair’ in figure (35).
FIGURE (34) Short [i] in “chichümi,” ‘to scratch’
ch
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FIGURE (35) Long [ii] in “chiinag’atü,” ‘one who has curly hair’
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The duration of the short [i] is 79 ms compared to the duration of the long [i] with the
duration of 135 ms. In other words, the long [i] is 57 ms longer than the short [i].
The vowel length data for all speakers is shown in chart (9).
CHART (9) Vowel Duration Data in ms
Short

Long

Difference

Female 1

93

170

77

Female 2

98

166

68

All Female

95.5

168

72.5

Male 1

117

160

43

Male 2

71

109

38

All Male

94

134.5

40.5

All Speakers

94.75

151.25

56.5

For female speakers, there is a 72.5 ms difference between short and long vowels. For
male speakers, there is an average of 40.5 ms difference. It is interesting to note that
male speaker one’s vowels were generally longer. Compare the first male speaker’s
average of 117 ms for a short vowel compared to the second male speaker two’s average
of 71 ms. The female speakers’ long vowels are 33 ms longer that males’ long vowels.
For all speakers, long vowels are an average of 56.5 ms longer than short vowels.17 A
repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted and there was a
significant effect of length on the duration of subjects’ vowel productions
17

It appears that vowel length is influenced by stress.
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(F1(1,3)=16.412, p=0.027). This means that whether a vowel was long or short played an
important role in its length.
3.5 Devoiced Vowels
Vowels can be either voiced or devoiced depending on their location in the word,
the phonological processes taking place, and the syntactic role of the vowel. Devoiced
vowels occur in many different environments. These vowels present a phonological as
well as a phonetic issue and are in need of further analysis. According to Givon (1979),
“…under certain conditions, unstressed vowels in Ute may be ‘de-voiced’ or
‘silenced’. Most commonly, the last vowel of the nouns in citation form, subject
position or predicate position will be ‘silenced’...For some older speakers…, the
silent vowels can to some extent be told by the lip articulation, but many of the
younger speakers simply don’t pronounce them” (7).
It is unclear if the vowels are in some cases underlyingly devoiced, or are always
devoiced due to phonological and morphological processes. In the current official
Southern Ute orthography, devoiced vowels are underlined. A sampling of devoiced
vowels is shown in example (2).
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(2) Devoiced Vowels (Charney 1996)
i

chichige

‘to be hard/tough/solid/strict/mean/difficult’

ü

tükwa

‘to be deep’ INAM

u

kupenapü

‘bat, drum stick’

ö

pinarömö

‘next year’

e

chichigekatümü

‘hard/tough/solid/strict/mean/difficult’ ANIM, PL

o

kopokitii

‘to break’

a

piípako’wa

‘to burp’

The sampling shown in (2) illustrates that all seven vowels may appear as devoiced. The
high vowels “i, ü, u” are the most common vowels to appear as devoiced. This may be
due to the fact that these three vowels are the most commonly occurring vowels and are
at the end of the absolutive suffixes “-chi, -vi, -pi, -vü, -pü, -rü, –tü”. They are also the
vowels articulated with the greatest constriction. This leads to a decrease in pressure
drop across the glottis and enhances devoicing.
When it is not possible to determine the underlying vowel, the symbol “H”, <h>
is used. What this means is that the symbol “H”, <h> is not a consonant but a devoiced
vowel that has not been identified. Figure (36) displays spectrograms of a devoiced
vowel symbolized as the “H”, <h>.
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FIGURE (36) “H,” <h> in “chiiwHchapü,” ‘beaded belt’
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The voiceless vowel represented by [h] appears as slight aspiration which lasts 64 ms.
Note this devoiced vowel looks high as evidenced by the formant transition out of the
bilabial glide [w]. It is important to notice that the devoicing of the [h] affected the
voicing of the preceding w which is also devoiced. More discussion of devoiced vowels
is presented in the next section.
3.5.1 Acoustic Properties of Devoiced Vowels
Devoiced vowels appear as aspiration in the areas where the vowel formants
would have appeared on the spectrogram. Devoiced vowels occur in verbs, nouns,
adjective, adverbs and function words. As a result, the frequency of devoiced vowels is
high. At this time, it is not possible to predict the occurrence of devoiced vowels. It
appears that devoicing may interact with stress. Figures (37) and (38) provides examples
of devoiced vowels marked by the lines.
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FIGURE (37) Devoiced Vowel [i]: akapi, ‘buffalo berry’
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FIGURE (38) Devoiced Vowel <į>: <ta’asigerį> , ‘paper’
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The devoiced high, back vowel [i] appears as aspiration at 558 Hz and 2,674 Hz which
last 165 ms. The devoiced high, central, unrounded vowel [į] has aspiration at 630 and
1,712 Hz. For both these vowels, the aspiration appears where the first and second
formants would have appeared if it were voiced.
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FIGURE (39) Devoiced Vowel [u]: kuchu, ‘buffalo’
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FIGURE (40) Devoiced Vowel [ü]: küpü, ‘sunflower’
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The aspiration of the high, back unrounded vowel [u] occurs at 630 and 2,193 Hz and last
66 ms. The high, back, rounded vowel [ü] occurs at aspiration at 630 and 1,327 Hz. It
lasts 113 ms. The numerous spectrograms I have made suggest that <į, ų> are devoiced
often.
FIGURE (41) Devoiced Vowel [o]: kok’o, ‘bullsnake’
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FIGURE (42) Devoiced Vowel [ö]: tömö, ‘winter;’
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The devoiced high-mid, rounded back vowel [o] appears as aspiration at 559 and 846 Hz.
The aspiration lasts 107 ms. The devoiced, high-mid, rounded front vowel [ü] appears as
aspiration at 293 and 1, 568 Hz. It lasts only 34 ms. It appears that it is possible to detect
a devoiced vowel by the aspiration which appears where the first and second formants
would have appeared if the vowels were voiced.
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FIGURE (43) Devoiced Vowel [a]: piipako’wei, ‘to burp’
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The devoiced, low, back unrounded vowel “a”, [ɑ], appears as aspirations at 870 and
1,640 Hz. The aspiration lasts 70 ms. These spectrograms are evidence that devoiced
vowels can be identified by their aspiration patterns.
Recall that voicing of the final vowel of the absolutive suffix on nouns marks the
object. Figures (36) and (37) compare the same noun “akapi,” ‘buffalo berry’ first as the
subject with the devoiced vowel and then as the object with the word-final vowel voiced.
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FIGURE (44) Devoiced Vowel [i]: “akapi,” ‘buffalo berry’ SUB
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In figure (44), the word final vowel [i] is devoiced to make it as the subject of the
sentence. Acoustically, there are no visible formants but faint aspiration where the
formants of the voiced vowels would have appeared on the spectrogram. The length of
the aspiration is 100 ms.
Consider the same word with a voiced word-final vowel to mark it as the object of
the sentence.
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FIGURE (45) Voiced Vowel [i] in akapi, ‘buffalo berry’ OBJ
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In figure (44), the word-final [i] is voiced with the first formant at 362 Hz, the second at
2,665 Hz and the third at 2,807 Hz. The length of the voiced vowel is 182 ms.
It appears that the devoicing of a vowel may affect the voicing of the preceding
consonant. In other words, a voiced consonant before a devoiced vowel may become less
voiced than usual. An example of a voiced consonant becoming less voiced before a
devoiced vowel is shown in figure (45).
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FIGURE (46) Devoiced ma in mataka, ‘forehead’
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In figure (45), the nasal [m] appears to be devoiced as evidenced by faint aspiration and
the absence of the voice bar that is expected for m. The aspiration appears where the
nasal [m] and low vowel [a] should appear. Compare the fully voiced word-initial
bilabial nasal [m] and low vowel [a] in figure (46).
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FIGURE (47) Voice [a] in machog’wai, ‘to knead, press together with hands’
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The word-initial bilabial nasal [m] in figure (46) is detected by the voicing bar below 500
Hz. The formants of the voice low vowel [a] are clearly visible at 483, 1458 and 2,405
Hz.
For the four speakers, the length of devoiced vowels varies between 21 ms and
172 ms with the average of 86 ms. The chart below compares the minimum, maximum
and average length of devoiced vowels compared with voiced short, unstressed vowels.
CHART (10) Minimum, Maximum & Average Duration of Voiced and Devoiced
Vowels
Devoiced Voiced
Min

21

64

Max

172

212

Average 86

95
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The duration of devoiced vowels is on average of 9 ms shorter than voiced, short,
unstressed vowels. There is devoicing variability between speakers. Three out of four
speakers devoiced the high, back, unrounded [ü] in tükwa, ‘to be deep’ INAM, SUB.
Devoiced vowels occur in verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs and function words. As a
result, the frequency of devoiced vowels is high. At this time, it is not possible to predict
the occurrence of devoiced vowels. It appears that devoicing may interact with stress,
which will be discussed in the next chapter.
3.6 Conclusion
This chapter presents the first phonetic documentation of Southern Ute vowels. It
began with a discussion of the posited vowel inventories. This discussion provided
support for the 1979 Givon orthography as a representation of the phonetics of Southern
Ute. Whether this is the best type of orthography for learners, readers and writers is, of
course, a question that is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Next the vowel space of four speakers is discussed. The vowel space was quite
varied for each speaker. The oldest male speaker had the smallest vowel space. Vowel
length was discussed showing that all the vowels for female speakers are longer than the
males. Devoiced vowels appear as faint aspiration where the vowel formants would
appear if voiced and range between 21 ms and 172 ms long. The average length of a
devoiced vowel is 86 ms. It appears that devoicing may vary according to the speaker.
Further investigation is necessary to determine if word-final devoiced vowels are
different from devoiced vowels found elsewhere. Additionally, Givon posits that there is
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a difference in stress placement between older and younger speakers during reduplication
in plural human nouns. This claim needs further study.
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4. The Phonetic Correlates of Southern Ute Stress
4.0 Introduction
This chapter provides the first phonetic instrumental study and documentation of
Numic languages provides rich data for phonetic and phonological analysis. The goal of
this chapter is to determine the phonetic correlates of Southern Ute stress. From a
phonetic/phonological perspective, stress in Southern Ute is interesting because it appears
to interact with vowel devoicing and seems to be affected by its agglutinative
morphology. Describing Southern Ute stress is imperative as it will provide community
members who are learning Ute as a second language with important prosodic
information. This prosodic information will form the basis of revitalization and
documentation efforts as well as further phonological investigation.
A stressed segment or syllable is pronounced with extra muscular energy than
adjacent unstressed segments or syllables which may result in greater length, increased
intensity and/or increased pitch (Ladefoged 2006). For example, the phonetic correlates
for English stress are, in order of importance, higher pitch, increased duration, and, least
important, increased intensity (Adams 1979 & Lehiste 1970). This investigation seeks to
determine which of these three phonetic correlates (length, intensity or pitch) are used to
express stress in Southern Ute.
According to Givon (1980), “the main stress in Ute words can come only on the
first or second vowel of the word, but never further back (5).” During compounding,
“…the main stress of the first stem/word in the compound becomes the main stress for
the entire compound word…[while] the second or third elements… have their main stress
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reduced (Givon 1980: 7).” Givon does not provide further discussion on the phonetic
correlates of stress. Similarly, Charney (1996) states,
“Ute words normally have their main stress on the second syllable. For that
reason, stress is only marked when it falls on an unexpected syllable, which is
generally the first vowel of the word. Stress is also marked when it falls on one
part of a long vowel (x-xi).”
Recall from chapter one that the Charney orthography is the current official practical
orthography. Out of respect for tribal sovereignty, the official tribal orthography is used
in this dissertation.

Examples used from the Givon resources are converted to the

Charney orthography.
Stress can mark the difference between minimal pairs as (1) illustrated below.
(1) Minimal Pairs Marked by Stress (Givon 1980: 6)
Stress on 1st Syllable

Stress on 2nd Syllable

a.

súwa-

‘straight out’

suwá-

‘almost’

b.

pų́ka-

‘persistently’

pųká-

‘vigorously’

c.

págų

‘trout’

pagų́

‘fish’

It is interesting to note that these minimal pairs have closely related meanings. In this
study, only one set of minimal pairs, <págų> versus <pagų>,” was recorded as it was
the only minimal pair consisting of two independent words, instead of two prefixes as the
other two minimal pairs. Only female speaker one had the distinction between <págų,>
‘trout’ and <pagų́,> ‘fish’. Female speaker two and male speaker two said that <pagų́>
only means ‘fish.’ Male speaker one said there was not a general word for ‘fish,’ instead
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one has to use a specific name for the particular fish. The spectrograms of female
speaker one’s <págų,> ‘trout’ and <pagų́,> ‘fish’ are shown in figure (1). The pitch is
marked with the dotted line and intensity with the white line. Waveforms are included to
show the difference in vowel duration.
FIGURE (1) Spectrograms of Minimal Pair pagų́, ‘fish’ and págų, ‘trout’
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Figure (1) shows that there is a difference in peak pitch and duration between the
stressed and unstressed vowels. While intensity is shown in the spectrograms in figure
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(1), it will not be discussed further. In a pilot study of the phonetic correlates of Southern
Ute stress (Oberly 2007), it was found that intensity is not correlated with stress. The
study showed that the difference in intensity between stressed and unstressed vowels
varies from .35 to 4 dB. This difference is not significant, and suggests that intensity is
not a phonetic correlate of Ute stress. It will not be discussed further in this dissertation.
This chapter focuses on duration and peak pitch using speaker intuition. The duration
and peak pitch information for this minimal pair is summarized in chart (1) below.
CHART (1) Stress Minimal Pair pagų́, ‘fish’ Versus págų, ‘trout’
a

pagų́,
‘fish’
págų,
‘trout’

Peak
Pitch
(Hz)
172

221

ü
Duration
(ms)

95

377

Peak
Pitch
(Hz)
241

172

Difference
Duration
(ms)

Peak Pitch

Duration

260

ų́ 69 Hz

ų́ 70 ms
longer than a

285

higher than
a
á 49 Hz
higher than

ų

á 92 ms

longer than ų

In prose, for pagų́, ‘fish’ the stressed vowel “ǘ ́ ” has a peak pitch which is 69 Hz higher
and a duration that is 70 ms longer than the unstressed a. For págų, ‘trout’ the stressed
“á’ has a peak pitch which is 49 Hz higher and a 92 ms gain in duration compared to the
unstressed ü. Recall from chapter two, the average duration of a short vowel is 94.75 ms
and for a long vowel is 151.25 ms. There is a difference of 56.5 ms. For this minimal
pair, the difference in length between the stressed and unstressed vowel is an average of
131 ms which is even greater than the difference between short and long vowels. These
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results show that peak pitch and duration are the phonetic correlates of stress for these
short vowels.
In the Givon and Charney dictionaries, there is disagreement about stress
placement making this phonetic documentation vital. Stress placement in Southern Ute
resources provides essential prosodic information. Example (2) illustrates differing stress
placement by Givon and Charney for the same words.
(2) Differing Stress Placement
Givon18 (1979)

Charney (1996)

a.

ʔáa-ci

aachi

‘bow’

b.

cíi-ci

chiichi

‘flea, bed bug’

c.

ʔáapa-ci

aapachi

‘boy’

d.

kác-may-kH

kachmaikH

‘to refuse, reject’

The first two examples in (2), consist of only one syllable. Givon places stress on the
first vowel of the words but Charney does not mark stress. In other words, the learners
would not know which vowels is stressed if using the Charney dictionary. It is important
to know which of the two vowels is stressed. This may be the result of an orthographic
oversight by Charney but it is important to know which of the two vowels is stressed. In
the last two examples in (2), Givon marks stress on the first vowel and Charney places
stress on the second syllable of the word. The differing placement of stress causes
difficulties for the Southern Ute community. There may be several causes for differing

18

Givon used <c> for IPA [tʃ] while Charney used “ch.” Givon marks morpheme boundaries with a dash -.
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stress placement. It may be due to varying dialects of the speakers, individual speaker
variation or transcription error of the linguist. From a phonetic and language learner
point of view, accurate stress placement is necessary.
During a 2007 pilot study of the phonetic correlates of Southern Ute stress, three
important discovers were made. First, as noted earlier, intensity is not correlated with
stress. Second, the placement of stress may have been transcribed incorrectly in both
previous Southern Ute dictionaries. Third, the placement of stress may vary from
speaker to speaker. The last two discoveries require that speaker intuition of stress
placement is necessary.
4.1 Methods
This study used two methods to gain speaker intuition of stress placement. The
first method was tapping, in which the speaker tapped on the stressed syllable. The
second was repetition, in which I repeated the word with the stress on a different syllable
each time. Repetition was the primary method used. Once stress placement was
identified two measurements were made. First, the duration of the vowels were measured
by the onset and offset of the first formant (F1). Second, the peak pitch of each vowel
was measured.
The present analysis is based on a list of 100 words designed to determine the
phonetic correlates of stress in Southern Ute. A total of 347 vowels in 299 syllables were
measured. The 347 vowels occurred in many different environments including: wordinitial, non-final, before a word-final syllable with devoiced vowel and word final. The
word list was recorded by four speakers: two female and two male on the Southern Ute
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reservation in Ignacio, Colorado. The speakers were recorded indoors. Stress placement
data was elicited from one male and one female speaker19. During elicitation, I read the
English definition and gave the speakers the context and they translated them into
Southern Ute.
The speakers were asked to translate words in two different environments. First
the words were spoken in isolation. Due to the agglutinative nature of the language, it
was difficult to elicit some words in isolation without additional morphemes. The
speakers would add morphemes onto the words both in the isolation and the carrier
sentence environment. For example, female speaker two was asked for iipa, ‘this way’
she produced iipaküü, ‘carry it this way.’ Male speaker one was asked for chag’ai, ‘to
sew’ and he produced chag’aivaachi, ‘to want to sew.’
For the second environment, the words were recorded in the carrier sentence,
Maas taani ___ maachu. ‘He always says _____.’ which was used to control for
intonation contours. This carrier sentence varied for each speaker and even within the
same speaker depending on the grammatical category or the word. Due the relatively
free word-order in Ute, the target word may have appeared phrase-finally which may
have affected the vowel length. Each speaker recorded each word and sentence once.
The recordings were made using a Marantz PMD671 portable solid state recorder
and a Countryman Isomax E6 omni-directional head mounted microphone with a
frequency response of 30 Hz to 20 kHz and sensitivity of 6.0 mV. The digital audio was

19

Speaker intuition of stress placement was elicited from only two speakers due to the health concerns of
the two other speakers.
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exported as uncompressed .wav files into the PRAAT software which was used to
conduct the phonetic analysis.
As discussed above, two methods were used to obtain speaker intuition of stress
placement; tapping and repetition. Stress placement intuition data was elicited from two
speakers; female speaker one and male speaker two. The tapping method has been used
for field research and experimental phonology for languages such as Banawá by Everett,
Ladefoged & Everett (1996) and Tohono O’odham by Fitzgerald (1997) and Miyashita
(2002). During the tapping method, the speakers learned to tap using English words then
transferred the skills to Southern Ute. There are three steps involved in the tapping
method. They are shown in (3).
(3) Steps in Tapping Method
a. Tap on every syllable while saying the word.
b. Tap only on one syllable while saying the word.
c. Repeat with tap on different syllables for comparison.
These steps are show visually for pog’oi, ‘to be bumpy/lumpy’ in chart (2).
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CHART (2) Tapping for pog’oi, ‘to be bumpy/lumpy’
a. Tap on all syllables while saying ‘to be bumpy/lumpy’.

po

g’oi

TAP TAP
b. If you can only tap once, which syllable would you tap on? po

g’oi
TAP

c. Which sounds better

po

g’oi

TAP
or

po

g’oi
TAP

In all but two words out of 100 both speakers tapped in the same place. The tapping
methods was not as natural as the repetition method.
The repetition method was the second method used for stress placement. The
repetition method has proven to be extremely useful for gaining speaker intuition of
stress placement. It has been used by Lindblom and Rapp (1973), Everett and Everett
(1984), Fitzgerald (1992) and Miyashita (2002). In this method, the word was repeated
back to the speaker with stress placed on differing syllables each time. This method was
more natural for the two speakers who often joined in the repetition and used hand
motions to accentuate the pronunciation. The steps used in the repetition method are
shown in chart (3).
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CHART (3) Repetition Method Steps
Elicitor

Speaker

a. How does ö́apog'ochi sound? ö́apog'ochi That’s bad.
b. Let’s try öapóg'ochi.

öapóg'ochi No.

c. How about öapog'óchi?

öapog'óchi. No.

d. Is it öápog'ochi?

Yes, it’s öápog'ochi.

These two methods were used in determining the stress placement in Southern Ute. Of
the two methods, the repetition method was the most natural and interactive. These are
proven field methods for assessing speaker intuition of stress placement.
4.2 Phonetic Analysis
Kent and Read (2002) define prosody “as the suprasegemental features of speech
that are conveyed by the parameters of [1] fundamental frequency (perceived primarily as
vocal pitch), [2] intensity (perceived primarily as loudness), and [3] duration (perceived
primarily as length) (229).” This investigation attempts to determine which of the three
phonetic correlates (pitch, intensity and duration) are utilized to express stress in
Southern Ute. Recall from two spectrograms for the minimal pair, págü, ‘trout’ and
pagǘ, ‘fish’ from section 4, it appears that pitch and duration may be the phonetic
correlates of Southern Ute stress.
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4.2.1 Duration
As discussed above, the duration of the vowels was measured by the onset and
offset of the first formant. The data consists of vowels in many different environments
including: word-initial, non-final, before a word-final syllable with devoiced vowel and
word final20. A sampling of the elicitation list is given in (4) below. The complete list of
items used in elicitation is found in Appendix B.
(4) Sampling of Elicitation Items
Word-Initial

Word-Medial

Word-Final

[i] “ichei,” ‘this, INAN’

“asti’i,” ‘to like, want’

“peiki,” ‘Come here!' -

[u] “u’unikH,” ‘to do’

“pukun,” ‘my horse’

doesn’t occur #’_

[ɯ] “üaka,” ‘to plant PAST’ “pükwi,” ‘to blow’

“pagü,” ‘fish’

[o] doesn’t occur #’_

“tog’oevi,” ‘rattlesnake

“pog’o,” ‘bumpy/lumpy’

[ø] “öapog’ochi,” ‘orange’

“töna,” ‘to hit’

“pö’ö,” ‘to write’

[ɛ] doesn’t occur #’_

“peiki,” ‘Come here!'

“ive,” ‘here’

[ɑ]. “aapachi,” ‘boy’

“nag’ami,” ‘to be sick’

“paa,” ‘water’

The vowels are divided into short and long vowels. The duration of short vowels ranged
from 43-214 ms while long vowels range from 66-420 ms. The average duration of ten
stressed and unstressed tokens of each vowel for the two female speakers is shown in
figure (2) below.

20

The data was not controlled for word-final lengthening. In word-final lengthening, “…a word or syllable
that precedes the end of a major syntactic unit is lengthened (230).” This lengthening occurs as a boundary
cue.
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FIGURE (2) Short Vowel Duration: Female Speakers
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For both female speakers, the short stressed vowels are longer than unstressed short
vowels. Specifically, for female speaker one the stressed vowels are an average of 43 ms
longer while female speaker two has the stressed vowels an average of 16 ms longer than
unstressed. The data from the two female speakers is evidence that duration is a phonetic
correlate of stress.
Next consider the duration of the short vowels for the two male speakers shown in
figures (3).
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FIGURE (3) Short Vowel Duration: Male Speakers
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The short stressed vowels for male speaker two patterns the same as the female speakers’
short vowels. His short stressed vowels are an average of 11 ms longer than the
unstressed. But male speaker one does not pattern like the three other speakers. His
stressed short vowels are an average of 5 ms shorter than the unstressed vowels. Male
speaker one is the oldest speaker of the four. Since three out of four speakers’ short
stressed vowels are longer than the unstressed vowels, duration may not be the major
phonetic correlate for short vowels.
Next consider the duration of the long vowels for the two female speakers shown
in figure (4).
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FIGURE (4) Long Vowel Duration: Female Speakers
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For both female speakers, the long unstressed vowels are longer than the stressed vowels.
Specifically, the long unstressed vowels for female speaker one are an average of 53 ms
longer. For female speaker two, the long unstressed vowels are an average of 48 ms
longer. The stressed long vowels are shorter than unstressed long vowels which suggest
that long vowels are shorter when stressed. This is opposite to the stressed short vowels
which were longer than unstressed short vowels.
Next consider the duration of the two male speakers shown in figure (5) below.
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FIGURE (5) Long Vowel Duration: Male Speakers
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For male speaker two, the duration of long vowels pattern similar to the female speaker
with the stressed long vowels are an average of 9 shorter than unstressed long vowels.
But for male speaker one, the long stressed vowels are an average of 2 ms longer that the
long unstressed vowels. For long vowels, the stressed vowel was slightly longer than the
unstressed vowel for only one male speaker. For three speakers this data is evidence that
duration of long vowels may be in an inverse correlation with stress. In other words, to
mark stress on long vowel the vowel is shorter than if it was unstressed.
To summarize the data presented so far, the short stressed vowels are longer than
the short unstressed vowels for three out of four speakers. But the long stressed vowels
are shorter than the unstressed long vowels for three out of four speakers. This suggests
that duration may be an important phonetic cue for Ute stress for short vowels but not for
long vowels. A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted in
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order to determine whether the effects of stress and length had a significant effect on the
duration of individual subject’s vowel productions. There was not a significant effect of
stress on the duration of subjects’ vowel productions (F1(1,3)=2.81, p=0.192). This
means that whether a vowel was stressed or not failed to affect the duration of subjects’
vowel productions. Additionally, there was not a significant interaction of length and
stress on duration (1, 3)=3.311, p=0.166). These are preliminary results and further
research with more subjects is necessary.
4.2.2 Pitch
As discussed above, pitch is often a phonetic correlate of stress (Kent & Read
2002). This section presents the peak pitch averages for each of the four speakers. The
vowels are divided into short and long vowels. The pitch data for the two female
speakers is presented in figure (6) below.
FIGURE (6) Short Vowel Peak Pitch: Female Speakers
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For short vowels, the peak pitch is higher for stressed vowels for both female speakers.
Specifically, for female speaker one, stressed vowels are an average of 22 Hz higher than
unstressed short vowels. For female speaker two, her stressed short vowels are an
average of 23 Hz higher than the unstressed short vowels. This suggests that for female
speakers, pitch is an important phonetic cue of stress.
Next consider the peak pitch of short vowels of the male speakers shown in figure
(7) below.
FIGURE (7) Short Vowel Peak Pitch: Male Speakers
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For both male speakers, the peak pitch is higher for stressed short vowels than unstressed
short vowels. The peak pitch of male speaker one’s stressed short vowels are on average
27 Hz higher than unstressed. This pattern continues with male speaker two whose peak
pitch of short stressed vowels are an average of 29 Hz higher than unstressed short
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vowels. This data is evidence that peak pitch is an important phonetic correlate for short
vowels for all speakers.
Next consider the peak pitch of long stressed vowels of the two female speakers is
shown in figure (8) below.
FIGURE (8) Long Vowel Peak Pitch: Female Speakers
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For female speaker one, her unstressed long vowels had a peak pitch of an average of 21
Hz higher than stressed vowels. This female speaker’s peak pitch data patterns with the
duration data of long vowels discussed above. For female speaker two, the stressed long
vowels are an average of 16 Hz higher than unstressed long vowels. Figure (9), displays
the peak pitch data for the two male speakers.
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FIGURE (9) Long Vowel Peak Pitch: Male Speakers
Long Vowel Peak Pitch
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For male speaker one, the stressed long vowels have a peak pitch an average of 18 Hz
higher than unstressed long vowels. The stressed long vowels have a peak pitch an
average of 24 Hz higher than unstressed long vowels for male speaker two. For three out
of four speakers, the stressed vowel has a high peak pitch than the unstressed long vowel.
To summarize the peak pitch data, for all but one speaker the peak pitch of
stressed long vowels are higher than unstressed long vowels. For female speaker one,
unstressed long vowels have a higher peak pitch than long stressed vowels. This peak
pitch data suggests that higher peak pitch signals stress for both short and long vowels for
“most” Southern Ute speakers. A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
conducted in order to determine whether the effects of stress and length had a significant
effect on the pitch of individual subject’s vowel productions. There was no significant
effect of length on subjects’ pitch productions (F1(1, 3)=0.341, p =0.6). This means that
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subjects’ pitch was unaffected by the length of the vowel. However, there was a near
significant effect of stress on subjects’ pitch (F1(1, 3)=9.742, p=0.052). This means that
the pitch of subjects’ productions of vowels was affected by whether a vowel is stressed
or not. It is likely the small number of subjects resulted in low power and the nearsignificance. Higher subject numbers would likely result in a truly significant result.
Additionally, there was not a significant interaction between length and stress (F1(1,
3)=3.442, p=0.161) on the pitch of subjects’ vowel productions. These are preliminary
results and further research with more subjects is necessary.
4.3 Conclusion
This is the first systematic instrumental and experimental phonetic analysis of the
phonetic correlates of Southern Ute stress. The duration data presented here suggests that
duration is a phonetic correlate of Southern Ute stress for short vowels only. The
duration data for all speakers as shown in figure (10).
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FIGURE (10) Duration Data Summary
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For Southern Ute, duration is a phonetic correlate for stress for short vowel. Since
stressed long vowels are shorter than unstressed long vowels, shorter duration may signal
stress in long vowels.
The pitch data suggests that peak pitch is an important phonetic cue for most
speakers for both short and long vowels. The peak pitch data is shown in figure (11).
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FIGURE (11) Peak Pitch Data Summary
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For short vowels, peak pitch of stress vowels is higher than unstressed short vowels.
With three of the four speakers’ peak pitch higher for stressed long vowels, it appears that
peak pitch is also a phonetic cue of stress for most Southern Ute speakers.
To conclude, duration and peak pitch are phonetic correlates for stress in short
vowels for most speakers. For long vowels, peak pitch is a phonetic correlate for stress.
The intensity data suggests that intensity is not a phonetic correlate for Ute stress. The
prosodic information is vital for the Southern Ute community as it struggles to revive and
document the language while the few speakers are health enough to work with the
language.
Further research is necessary regarding the interaction between stress and
voiceless vowels. Also the interaction between stress and intonation is in need of further
phonetic investigation.
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Chapter 5: Language Policy and Revitalization on the Southern Ute Reservation
5. Introduction
With the alarming loss of indigenous languages world-wide, it is increasingly
important that language revitalization efforts, that methods and best practices are
documented and shared. This chapter presents a description of the language
revitalization efforts and methods which are occurring on the Southern Ute Indian
reservation, located in the Southwestern corner of Colorado. Two distinct language
policies have taken place on the Southern Ute reservation. Next pressing issues that need
to be addressed if successful revitalization efforts are to occur are discussed.
5.0 Organization of Chapter
This chapter is organized into the following eight sections: Section one provides
general information about the Southern Ute Tribe, reservation, language and previous
literature; Section two discusses the two different language policies towards the Southern
Ute language; Section three briefly introduces the Southern Ute Indian Montessori
Academy. Section four presents the four main components of the Southern Ute Indian
Montessori Ute language program; Section five provides a detailed description of the
language curriculum development template used; Section six provides some preliminary
findings from eight years of the Ute language instruction. Section seven discusses plans
for the future. The final section presents the conclusion.
5.1 The Southern Ute Tribe
Recall from section 1 that the Southern Ute Tribe is located in southwestern
Colorado and is made up of the Mouache and Capota bands (Jefferson et al. 1972). The
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Southern Ute language is part of the Southern Numic branch of the large Uto-Aztecan
family. An informal survey conducted in 2002 found only forty Southern Ute speakers,
all over the age of sixty. The Southern Ute language is very close to extinction.
As discussed in section 1, that the Southern Ute Tribe is the largest employer in
La Plata county. The Southern Ute Tribe incorporates traditional Southern Ute values
into its operation. For example, there are parking spots reserved for Tribal elders
reflecting the importance of respecting and honoring elders as shown in the photo in
figure (1).
FIGURE (1) Elder Parking Spots on the Southern Ute Reservation

5.1.1 Language Use In Community
In the Southern Ute community, there are very few locations where Southern Ute
is spoken. These locations are where the few fluent elders congregate such as the Senior
Center, the Indian health center lobby, the Elder’s committee meetings and the Sky Ute
casino. Southern Ute is also heard during traditional ceremonies such as Sun dance and
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Bear dance. Aside from the traditions ceremonies, Southern Ute children do not frequent
those locations where they would likely hear Southern Ute spoken. No Southern Ute
children hear Southern Ute spoken in their homes all the time every day.
The local public radio station, KSUT, broadcasts two programming signals. One
is the traditional public radio programming and the second is Tribal (Native American)
programming. The Tribal programming signal broadcasts the “Ute Word of the Week”
daily. The “Ute Word of the Week” consists of a Ute speaker saying the following: “Hi,
my name is ___. This week’s word of the week is ____. One might say (a Ute sentence
with word in it). This week’s word of the week is ___.” A few fluent Ute speakers and a
few Southern Ute Indian Montessori Academy students have recorded “Ute Word of the
Week.” Additionally, Southern Ute elder, Ray C. Frost, translates announcements into to
Ute and announces them on his weekly “Perspectives” show.
Written Southern Ute is seldom seen in the Southern Ute community. There are
several street signs that are written in Ute. It is interesting to note that they are not
written in the current official practical orthography. The annual Tribal calendar has the
days of the week written in Ute. Additionally, the page numbers on the Southern Ute
biweekly Tribal paper are written in Ute.
5.1.2 Southern Ute Orthography
Before the nineteen sixties a few linguists had provided a small amount of
research on Southern Ute but none provided in-depth analyses, a complete dictionary, or
a thorough grammar. They posited writing systems with eight to fourteen vowels and
between eleven and twenty-five consonants. Clearly, much more systematic research
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must be undertaken if the Southern Ute community can develop Ute literacy and a
literary tradition.
In the mid-seventies, with the approval of the Southern Ute Tribal Council, Dr.
Givon secured grant funds to establish the Ute Language Department. The Ute Language
Department was directed by Givon and the members of the Ute language committee. The
main imperative of the department was to document the Ute language as thoroughly and
quickly as possible. In order to thoroughly document the language, the department
developed a phonetic orthography. Using this phonetic orthography, the department
developed a dictionary (1979), a grammar (1980) and a collection of traditional narratives
(1985). It was hoped that these resources would form the foundation for further language
documentation and revitalization efforts. According to former Southern Ute Tribal
Chairman, Leonard C. Burch, the Council wanted the language to “live in the hearts of
our children and their children after them, just as it lived in the hearts of our fathers and
their fathers before” (Givon 1979: i).
But by the mid-nineties, sixteen years after the 1979 orthography was officially
adopted, only a handful of Southern Ute Tribal members were able to use the
orthography, even though the Ute language committee offered free classes on the writing
system. It appeared that the complexity of phonetic orthography was too daunting for
community members to learn to use. Additionally, the grammar was inaccessible to the
Tribal community due to linguistic terminology.
The 1979 writing system was used in a few other Ute language resources. Annie
Bettini and Georgia McKinley developed Ute language classroom materials for the
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Trilingual-Tricultural program at Ignacio Elementary school. The location of these
classroom materials is unknown. A collection of class notes developed by Annie Bettini
(1992) for a high school Ute class at Ignacio High School also used the 1979
orthography. These class notes are not currently used. A book and audio CD entitled,
Conversational and Everyday Ute, were developed by Georgia McKinley and Stacey
Rivera (now Oberly) in 1995. It utilized the 1979 orthography as well as a simplified
writing system developed by Oberly. The Conversational and Everyday Ute book and
audio CD were only distributed to Tribal Council, the Southern Ute Indian Montessori
Academy guides and a few other community members. The book and audio CD are in
possession of the authors as the Tribe did not distribute them to Tribal members.
This situation was of great concern to the Southern Tribal Ute Council, as it had
hoped that more documentation and development of Ute language resources, especially
teaching materials, would have been produced. This concern was compounded by the
fact that fewer and fewer Southern Ute children were speaking Ute as a first language and
fluent Ute speakers were speaking more and more English.
In the summer of 1995, funded by grant money, Dr. Charney began her fieldwork
on the Southern Ute reservation resulting in the revised Southern Ute orthography and an
updated, expanded version of the dictionary. Charney developed a collection of thirtytwo Ute lessons in 1997. The Charney orthography is the current official Tribal
orthography which is used at the Southern Ute Indian Montessori Academy (SUIMA).
This school is a private, Tribally-funded Academy serving enrolled Tribal members and
their direct descendents. Currently, the Ute Language classroom at SUIMA and a Ute
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language class at Ignacio Jr. High are providing Ute language instruction. No other
schools or Tribal departments are providing Ute language instruction. The SUIMA Ute
Language program and the Jr. High class have produced teaching materials using the
Charney orthography and are teaching students to read and write it. The school district is
interested in expanding Ute language and culture instruction into the High school (Olguin
2007).
5.2 Language Policies on the Southern Ute Reservation
There are two types of language policies that have occurred on the Southern Ute
reservation: prohibition and revitalization. This section discusses these policies.
5.2.1 Native Language Prohibition
Native language prohibition occurred at off-reservation boarding schools, federal
Indian schools on the reservation and local public schools. According to Fitzgerald
(1982), 16 out of 43 Ute children died with 3 more children going blind while attending
boarding schools in Albuquerque, New Mexico and Fort Lewis in Durango, Colorado
from 1883-1892 (102). From 1902-1950, Southern Ute children attended federal schools
on the reservation (Allen Day School, Ute Vocational and Boarding School, Ute Day
School) in which the use of the native language was prohibited (Fitzgerald 1982). The
use of the Ute language was also prohibited in the local public school except at the
Ignacio Elementary School for a short period from 1975-1981 (Fitzgerald 1982: 180).
5.2.2 Native Language Revitalization
The Southern Ute revitalization implementation took place at Ignacio Elementary
School, the Blue Sky Montessori School and the Southern Ute Indian Montessori
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Academy. The first attempt at revitalization occurred during the Trilingual-Tricultural
program at Ignacio ElementarySchool from 1975-1981, which aimed to improve student
achievement, self-concept and community involvement by “the acquisition and full
literacy of Spanish and Ute” (Fitzgerald 1982: 182). The program employed one
Hispanic resource teacher; five Hispanic teacher aides and two Ute teacher aides who
taught Spanish and Ute lessons to fourteen classrooms (Fitzgerald 1982: 182).
Although the goal of acquisition and full literacy in Spanish and Ute was not
successful, there were four positive outcomes from the Ignacio Elementary TrilingualTricultural program. The first was increased parental involvement at parent-teacher
conferences from 20% in 1977 to 85% in 1982 (Fitzgerald 1982: 195). The second was
an improvement of elementary students California Achievement Test scores from below
average to 70% in 1979 while the test scores for all other Ignacio public schools
remained below the national average (Fitzgerald 1982: 198). The third positive outcome
was an increase in the number of minority teachers and administrators working the
Elementary school (Fitzgerald 1982: 201). The final outcome was a positive change in
teacher expectations which may have helped improve student achievement (Fitzgerald
1982: 201).
A second and ongoing revitalization effort began as part of the Ignacio
Elementary school in 1993 and continues at the Southern Ute Indian Montessori
Academy. In 1993, the Southern Ute Tribal Council and the Ignacio School Board
entered into a three year Memorandum of Agreement to employ a Ute/Spanish language
teacher at the Ignacio Elementary School. During the first year, the Tribe paid the salary
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of the Ute/Spanish teacher. The second year, the Tribe and the district split the salary and
the teacher also taught fourth grade students at the Ignacio Intermediate School. The
third year, the district hired the Ute/Spanish teacher as full-time district employee who
also taught fifth grade students at the Ignacio Intermediate School.
The Ute/Spanish teacher taught weekly Ute and Spanish lessons to kindergartenfifth grade students until 1998. The weekly language lessons consisted of teaching word
lists such as numbers, colors and animal names. In other words, immersion in the target
language was not taking place. An in-depth discussion of the language revitalization
efforts occurring at the Southern Ute Indian Montessori Academy is presented in
following section.
5.3 Southern Ute Indian Montessori Academy
In 1997, the Southern Ute Tribal Council gave direction to the Education director
to investigate the potential for developing a private Tribal school (Olguin 2007). In 1998,
the Tribe and the Ignacio school district agreed to open a school-within-a-school. This
consisted of two multi-aged Montessori classrooms as a pilot school. This school-withina-school was called the Blue Sky Montessori School.
The motivation for the Blue Sky Montessori School was to test the Montessori
teaching approach and curriculum in hopes of improving academic achievement of the
Southern Ute students. The Tribal Council had noticed that Ute students represented a
disproportionately higher percentage of drop-outs, retentions, suspensions, expulsions,
placements in special education and remedial programs in Ignacio schools. The Tribal
council decided to investigate educating Southern Ute children using a different
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education approach. The Tribal Council researched various teaching approaches and
visited various types of schools to find the best approach for Southern Ute children.
The Montessori approach was determined to be the best fit. The Montessori
teaching approach was developed by Italian physician Dr. Maria Montessori in 1906
based on her scientific observations and experience with children (Kahn 1995).
Currently, there are Montessori schools world-wide. There are several important
differences between public school education and the Montessori approach. Four major
differences are shown in chart (1).
CHART (1) Public Education vs. Montessori Approach (Kahn 1995)
Public Education

Montessori Approach

Teacher focused

Student focused

Focus mainly on academic

Focus on developing the whole child (academic, social,

development

physical, spiritual)

Teacher-training quality varies

High quality guide-training

Standard curriculum

Individualized curriculum

(workbooks)

(quality teaching materials)

The Tribal Council wanted Southern Ute students to be the focus of their education with
the guides and curriculum adjusting to the students’ needs, talents and interests instead of
forcing Ute students to adapt to the public education system. “The Montessori…guide
does not specialize in subject matter; she specializes in the whole child” (Kahn 1995: 14).
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After determining the Blue Sky Montessori School a success, the Southern Ute
Tribe decided to build its own private 100% Tribally-funded school. In the fall of 2000,
the Southern Ute Tribe opened the Southern Ute Indian Montessori Academy (SUIMA)
for Tribal members and their direct descendents from age six-weeks old through third
grade. SUIMA has now expanded to include fourth, fifth and sixth grades. Figure (2) is
the main entrance of the SUIMA.
FIGURE (2) Southern Ute Indian Montessori Academy

Chart (2) shows the number of classrooms, students and grades at the SUIMA.
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CHART (2) Southern Ute Indian Montessori Academy Number of Students, Classrooms
and Grades (Olguin 2007)
Year

Grades

Classes

Students

1998-1999

K-3rd

2

24

1999-2000

K-3rd

2

24

2000-2001

Infant-3rd

8

50

2001-2002

Infant -3rd

9

75

2002-2003

Infant -4th

10

115

2003-2004

Infant -5th

10

132

2004-2005

Infant -6th

11

132

2005-2006

Infant -6th

11

132

2006-2007

Infant -6th

11

132

2007-2008

Infant -6th

11

112

By rejecting outside funding, the Tribal Council retains power to determine what
Southern Ute children would study, how they would study it and who their teachers
would be. This is crucial as it allows SUIMA to incorporate religious, spiritual and
cultural practices which are central to the Ute way of life. This important and essential
cultural component would not have been allowed to be incorporated in the public school
setting. This enables SUIMA students to develop a strong foundation in their language,
culture and traditions as well as their full academic potential.
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5.3.1 Accreditation
The Southern Ute Indian Montessori Academy is going through the second stage
of accreditation from the American Montessori Society. Out of two hundred criteria,
SUIMA is in complete compliance with one hundred eighty seven criteria and in partial
compliance with eleven criteria (Peck 2007). There are two criteria that did not apply to
SUIMA because the Southern Ute Tribe is a sovereign nation (Peck 2007).
The Southern Ute Tribal Council is the governing body of the SUIMA. The
Tribal Council serves as the SUIMA school board.
5.3.2 Transition to Public School
For SUIMA students, the transition into the pubic school system is an adjustment.
The adjustment varies for each student depending on their individual strengths,
weaknesses and support system. Academy guides21 works with the Southern Ute Public
education department and public school staff to ensure that the students are supported
through the transition. They coordinate school visits, parent meetings and tutoring.
From the language revitalization perspective, it is difficult for see SUIMA
students with at most twelve years of Ute instruction leave. Once they leave the
Academy, there are not many opportunities for these students to continue their language
learning. This is an issue that needs to be addressed if the Southern Ute language is
going to survive.

21

In the Montessori approach, teachers are referred to as ‘Guides’ as their role is more of a guide than a
teacher.
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5.4 The SUIMA Language Program
As discussed above, the Ute language program at SUIMA currently provides the
most thorough Ute language instruction on the reservation. The discussion begins with
the Ute language staff and moves through the different components of the program.
5.4.1 SUIMA Ute Language Staff
The Ute language staff serves all SUIMA students, staff, families and any
interested community members. The Ute language staff develops all the language
resources used in the program. Since the opening of the SUIMA, the Ute language
program has been directed by Georgia McKinley, the Director of Ute Curriculum and
Design (DUCD). McKinley was a Ute teacher for the Trilingual-Tricultural program at
the Ignacio Elementary school and worked with the Ute language committee in the late
seventies and early eighties. She served as a consultant for the 1996 Ute dictionary.
McKinley also co-authored the book and CD entitled ‘Conversational and Everyday Ute’
(1995), the Southern Ute Curriculum I (2002) and a collection of Children’s Ute songs
(2000) with three other Tribal members.
The rest of the Ute language staff consists of one full time Ute language guide and
two part time Ute guides. The full time Ute guide provides instruction to primary-upper
elementary students, ages three-twelve, in the Ute language classroom. The current Ute
language guide is a Ute language learner. One part time Ute guide assists the full time
Ute guide and is a Ute language learner. The other part time Ute guide provides
instruction to the infant and toddler students. This part time guide understands Ute and is
now beginning to speak it.
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Since the opening of the SUIMA, there have been eight different Ute language
guides in the Ute language program. Out of the eight, only two were fluent speakers.
Staffing for this position has been difficult for several reasons. First, the number of
fluent Southern Ute speakers is very small. Second, the age of fluent speakers is over
sixty making it difficult to hire a fluent speaker who has the energy and stamina to serve
young children on a daily basis. Third, not all fluent speakers are naturally guides. The
fluent speaker must also be willing to learn how to teach full-immersion using
Montessori methods. Fourth, many fluent speakers have internalized the assimilationist
attitude toward their own native language. This requires that the fluent speaker make
major attitude changes in order to convey the importance and beauty of teaching and
learning a Native language. This is also an issue for most Tribal members. This issue
requires a reversal of years of brainwashing across several generations.
The language training for the Ute language guides consists of the on job training.
The Ute guides are expected to observe the DUCD as she teaches the Academy students
to learn the vocabulary, teaching methods and writing system. This year, the full time
Ute guide attended the Giving the Gift of Language IV: A Training Workshop on Native
Language Instruction and Acquisition facilitated by Dr. Stephen ‘Neyooxet’
Greymorning in Missoula, Montana. All SUIMA staff who are not already Montessori
certified are required to receive their training within the first three years of employment.
The SUIMA pays for the training necessary to receive Montessori certification. There is
a great need to establish a guide training program which includes Ute language, history,
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culture course as well as immersion courses. Having guides who are well versed in all
these areas is essential to the program’s success.
The SUIMA Ute language program consists of four components: student Ute
instruction; teacher Ute classes; community Ute classes and the Grandparent’s program.
SUIMA students from infancy through third grade receive daily Ute language instruction.
The upper elementary students, fourth through sixth grade, receive Ute language
instruction three days a week due to limited space and staff.
Ideally, if language revitalization is to succeed, the SUIMA will need to become a
complete immersion school. For reasons, such as lack of fluent speakers to teach,
complete immersion at SUIMA is currently not possible. But, during Ute language
instruction full-immersion in Ute is the goal. The specifics of the Ute language
instruction are discussed in Section 5.5.
5.4.2 Teacher Ute Classes
All SUIMA guides are expected to attend and actively participate in the daily Ute
language lessons with their students. Additionally, SUIMA guides attend Teacher Ute
classes on the first and third Thursdays of the month. During the Teacher Ute classes,
guides receive Ute language instruction and cultural lessons. They also receive
assistance in developing Ute language and cultural classroom materials for their own
classrooms. Each year, the guides are required to create three Ute language projects for
their classroom. The projects include making: a Ute cradleboard; big books in Ute and
classroom materials. This projects are used the Ute area of their classrooms. The Ute
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areas are important because it shows the students that all the guides are involved and
interested in learning the language and culture of the tribe.
There are two major goals for the Teacher Ute classes. First, it is hoped that all
SUIMA guides use the Ute they learn everyday in their classrooms. This is important
because the students need as much exposure to Ute as possible. Ideally, producing fluent
Ute guides who would teach in complete immersion is the ultimate goal. Second, guides
are expected to integrate Ute language and culture into all aspects of their classrooms.
For example, one upper elementary guide includes a Ute word on her weekly spelling list
and a few lower elementary classrooms say a Ute prayer every morning. These
classroom practices help create more environments for the students to hear and practice
Ute.
5.4.3 Community Ute Classes
Once a month, the Ute language staff hosts optional community Ute classes to
teach families the Ute their students are learning in the hopes of encouraging families to
reinforce Ute language use. Attendance at these community classes is high at the
beginning of the school year but falls as the year progresses. This decline in attendance
suggests that SUIMA should follow the Hawaiian Punana Leo, ‘language nest’ model,
and require parent involvement if Ute language use is to be revived (Hinton and Hale
2001). The structure of these classes is similar to the Ute language lessons given to the
students. Some lessons are specifically designed to meet the needs of the families.
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5.4.4 Grandparents Program
The SUIMA Grandparents program is designed to encourage community elders to
share their language, culture or personal knowledge with the students. The elders are
paid a stipend for their participation in this program. The elders are able to determine:
what they would like to share; who they want to share it with and how they share it. One
elder made cradleboards with their grandchild’s classroom. Another invited their
grandchild’s entire grade level to their home to demonstrate how to skin a deer. Another
composed a Ute children’s song for the annual Christmas program. This program is a
wonderful asset to SUIMA.
5.5 The Ute Language Classroom
This section explores many aspects of the Ute language classroom. It starts with a
detailed description of the instructional methods and moves onto curriculum
development.
5.5.1 Ute Language Instruction
The infants and toddlers interact with a Ute language guide in their classrooms for
four hours a week. This interaction includes the following: singing Ute nursery rhymes;
describing the items the children are playing with; translating board books into Ute;
describing activities which are occurring in the classroom such as eating snacks. For this
age level, there is no set curriculum. The Ute language guide speaks Ute to the infants
and toddlers as they move through their regular daily activities.
SUIMA students ages 3-12 receive Ute instruction in the Ute language classroom.
The Ute language classroom consists of the following areas: writing, science, math,
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food, clothing, transportation, verbs, sentences, questions, commands, reading, practical
life, art, and listening. The amount of instruction varies from 25-50 minutes per day.
The Ute language schedule is shown in chart (3) below.
CHART (3) Ute Language Instructional Schedule
Level

Age

Time a Week

Time

Infant

6 wks-1 year

Daily

48 minutes

Toddlers

1 year-3 years Daily

48 minutes

Primary

3 -6 years

Daily

25 minutes

Lower Elementary

6-9 years

Daily

30 minutes

Upper Elementary

9-12 years

Three

50 minutes

Montessori teaching materials are ideal for Native language revitalization because the
materials teach concepts and ideas that can be learned in any language. In other words,
Montessori lessons can be taught in any language using the same exact teaching material.
This is important because the translation of standard textbooks into Native languages is
expensive, time-consuming and often not culturally-appropriate.
Ute instruction consists of three main parts. First part is called ‘Circle Time.’
During Circle time, attendance in taken, the calendar, feelings, weather are discussed
followed by singing Ute songs. It is followed by ‘Presentation Time.’ Presentation time
is when the Ute language guide teaches new material or reviews old material. The last
part of the instructional period is called ‘work time.’ During work time, the students pick
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an activity from the area that their work chart dictates. The parts of instructional period
are shown visually in chart (4) below.
CHART (4) Parts of the Instructional Period
Period
Circle Time

Activity
Attendance, Calendar Discussion, Feelings Discussion, Weather
Discussion, Question of the Day, Songs

Presentation Give a new lesson, review old material
Work Time

Student choose independent/group activity from area dictated by work
chart

Circle time begins with the Ute guide welcoming the students at the door in Ute
and shaking their hands one-by-one. This is an important cultural practice that the
students need to master in order to show proper respect. The hand shake is much softer
than the standard Anglo hand shake. The students then sit in a circle on the floor. A
picture of the circle area is shown in figure (3).
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FIGURE (3) Circle Area

The Ute guide takes attendance in Ute using their Ute names. Each student has a Ute
name which is used in the Ute classroom and around the SUIMA campus. Families are
asked provide Ute names for their children. If the family does not respond, the child
picks their own Ute name. All of the guides also have Ute names. Using Ute names is an
excellent teaching tool. They greatly expand the students’ vocabulary and teach students
the morphology of Ute. For example, one student’s name is Pana-puchivi, ‘Bring Star,’
another’s is Saa-puchivi, ‘White Star’ and another’s is Saa-kuchi, ‘White Buffalo.’ Just
by comparing these names, students learn four morphemes (smallest unit of meaning)
which can be used to make a new name such as Saa-pana-puchivi, ‘White Bright Star.’
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The Ute guide then leads the students as they discuss the calendar which consists
of: day of the week, month and date. This discussion includes the Ute statements shown
below.
(1) Calendar Discussion
a. Aaruvei waamisuwiini-naveiku-chipekawagatüpa.

‘Today is the 26th.’

b. Ich ara tacha matog’och.

‘It is spring.’

c. Aaruvei suwasavaru ara’ei.

‘It is Friday.’

d. Kuaw wachutugwariketü ura’ka.

‘Yesterday was Thursday.’

e. Wiikus savaru ura’vaani.

‘Tomorrow will be Saturday.’

f. Na’awatavei.

‘Today is a beautiful day.’

Next, each student is asked how they are feeling and what the weather is like. Figure (4)
shows the feelings display.
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FIGURE (4) Feelings Display

They are then asked the question of the day which come from the formal Ute introduction
which includes the following questions: What is your name?; How old are you?; Who is
your mother?; Where do you live?; Where are you from? The question of the day is
behind the student in figure (5).
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FIGURE (5) SUIMA Student with Question of the Day

After these topics are discussed in Ute with each student responding, the lesson
presentation begins.
The lessons are presented using the Montessori Three-Period lesson. It is
important to note that Montessori teaching materials usually include actual items, pictures
of items or very detailed, accurate drawings of the item. The number of items is limited
to 5-7. It is called the Three-Period lesson because it consists of three distinct steps.
Figure (6) shows an example of classroom materials use in a three-period lesson.
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FIGURE (6) Example of Classroom Material

During the first step, the guide points to and says the items such as
mamasag’ochi, ‘old lady’, mamachi, ‘woman,’ and na’achichi, ‘girl.’ This is repeated
several times. It is imperative that the students repeat after the guide.
The second step is reviewing the items in complete sentences. For the material
shown above, the guide would say In ara’ mamasag’ochi, ‘This is an old lady’, In ara’
mamachi, ‘This is a woman,’ and In ara’ na’achichi, ‘This is a girl.’ This is repeated
several times with the students repeating. For more practice the guide used various Total
Physical Response (TPR)22 (Asher 1977) commands to reinforce the new vocabulary. A
listing of TPR commands are shown below:

22

This language teaching approach utilizes commands given by the teacher. The students act out the
commands which creates muscle memory that aids in retention.
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(2) Listing of TPR Commands
a. Kua maa na’achichi.

‘Pick up the girl.’

b. Iipakü maa na’achichi.

‘Give me the girl.’

c. Wachuwa maa na’achichi.

‘Put the girl down.’

Each student is given several commands before moving onto the next student. This step
assesses comprehension and retention.
The final step is asking the students to say the vocabulary word when asked what
it is. This step is used to test for comprehension and pronunciation. The vocabulary for
this step is listed below in (3).
(3) Final Period Vocabulary
a. Guide asks: Upa ara maa?
b. Student says:

‘What is that (animate)?

na’achichi

‘girl’

In ara na’achichi,

‘This is a girl.’

This is repeated for every item with each student. According to Hinton et al. (2002), a
language learner needs to hear a word 400 times in 20 different contexts 20 different
times to learn it (34). The Montessori Three-Period lesson is ideal for language learning
as it allows for unlimited repetition and using the words in many different contexts.
The weekly presentation schedule is shown in chart (5).
CHART (5) Lesson Presentation Schedule
Monday

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

New Lesson Review

TPR

Sounds

Friday
Culture
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It is important to note that the Wednesday TPR activities are used to reinforce and review
both old and new vocabulary. The sounds activities focus on reading and writing such as:
writing new words into the students’ dictionaries; spelling quizzes; sound bingo and
finding items in the room that have certain sounds in them. The Friday culture activities
add important cultural vocabulary for important traditional items and activities.
After a lesson presentation, the students begin their ‘Work Time.’ During work
time, student picks individual or small group activities according to their work chart. The
activities are called ‘Work’ in a Montessori classroom. The work charts are designed to
ensure that students work with each of the classroom areas at least once a week. An
example of a work chart is shown in chart (6) below.
CHART (6) Work Chart
Kwasutavei Weikutugwarikyetü Peikutugwarikyetü WHchukutugwarikyetü Suwasavaru
Tuesday

Monday
Sentences

Food

Wednesday
Verbs

Thursday

Friday

Transportation

The students are only allowed to do activities they have been previously introduced to.
The works are organized on shelves in the classroom with primary works lower down on
the shelves. Since the Ute classroom serves students ages three thru twelve there are a
variety works appreciate for each age. The primary works consist of actual items while
the upper elementary works are more paper-based. All levels of students are learning the
same curriculum but the primary students are progressing at a slow rate. Figure (7)
shows the works on the science shelf.
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FIGURE (7) Ute Science Shelf

During work time, the guides work with individual students or small groups to reinforce
the lessons. When working with students, the guides present the works using the ThreePeriod lesson. After completing the activity, the student copies the words or sentences
into to their Ute journal. The guides check the journal and ask the students to read what
they have written.
Currently, the main focus of the Ute language program is reading and writing. If
the students are to develop fluency, the focus needs to move from reading and writing to
speaking. The students need several opportunities to create their own sentences and have
meaningful conversations. According to Greymorning (2008), if the students develop a
firm understanding of how the language works and a diverse vocabulary via listening and
speaking, they are able to learn to write the language later in a very short period of time.
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5.5.2 Ute Language Curriculum Development
Research in language revitalization has shown that full-immersion is the most
effective way of creating fluent speakers. In full-immersion, “all instruction in the
classroom is carried out in the endangered language” (Hinton & Hale 2001: 8). Fullimmersion should be the ultimate goal at SUIMA if the Southern Ute language is to
survive. Full-immersion is complex. Many native communities struggle with the
transition of teaching their language as a subject (e.g. word list, numbers and colors) to
full-immersion. This is a struggle that SUIMA Ute language staff is working to
overcome through curriculum development and training.
Most of the Ute language curriculum is based on the Montessori Three-Period
lesson using Montessori materials. Much of the Montessori materials focus on academic
area such as math, science and language arts which is fine for classroom instruction. But
for language revitalization, the focus must be on creating the next generation of speakers
who use the language in daily interactions. This entails that SUIMA students need to
develop a clear understanding of all the grammatical structures of their language to be
able to communicate all their needs.
The Director of Ute Curriculum and Design and the Ute language guide attended
four Native Language Preservation Workshops hosted by Dr. Stephen Greymorning
during 2001-2003 and 2008. Greymorning developed a Native American Language
Curriculum Development Work Sheet specifically designed to systematically teach
students the grammatical structures of their language. It is tailored to fit any language. If
the grammatical feature is not used in the language, other grammatical structures could be
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taught. For example, in Southern Ute there is no word for ‘and’. Instead, the nouns were
combined using ‘with’. Also in Ute, only animate objects can be pluralized.
Additionally, the color term varies depending on the animacy and number of the object
being described. It is being used to teach Mohawk, Cree, Arapahoe, Micmac and Yupik
(Greymorning 2008). The Native American Language Curriculum Development Work
Sheet23 is shown in figure (8).
FIGURE (8) Native American Language Curriculum Development Work Sheet
(Greymorning 2003)
Week 1-2:
-Teach 16 nouns: 4 human terms; 4 animals; 5 inanimate objects; 3
transportation items.
-Teach how to combine these nouns in 12 different ways using the
conjunction “and.” For example: paper and pen; knife and spoon; car and
horse.
-Teach four phrases each using the following prepositions: in, in, under,
by, near, with, at. For example: ball on horse; boy on horse; cat on chair;
girl on chair.
Week 3-6:
-Teach 12 verbs.
-Teach 4 new nouns.
-Teach 40 basic singular sentences using all 12 verbs in combinations with
all nouns. For example: Deer is walking. Man is walking. Duck is
swimming.
Week 7-9:
-Teach the plural forms of all nouns.
-Teach plural forms of the 40 basic sentences from weeks 3-6. For
example: Deer are running. Men are walking. Ducks are swimming.
Week 9-11:
-Teach 40 new singular and plural sentences (different from the ones they
already know). For example: That young boy has blue hair. Those boys
have blue hair. Those old men have white hair. This cow is black. Those
cows are black.
23

This approach is now called the Accelerated Second Language Acquisition.
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Week 12-13:
-Teach numbers 1-10.
-Teach 4 colors.
-Teach 20 new sentences using numbers and colors with previous
vocabulary. For example: One plate is white. Two cows are brown and
white. I see three birds. One is red and two are blue.
Week 14-16:
-Using earlier sentences as the answers, teach 30 questions. For example:
Are the deer running? Yes, the deer are running.
-Teach 6 Are you (performing an action) questions with the verbs along
with a positive and a negative answer. For example: Are you dancing?
Yes, I am dancing. No, I am not dancing.
-Teach the following questions: What are you doing? What is s/he doing?
Is s/he (performing an action). What are we doing? What are they doing?
Also teach positive and negative answers to these questions.
Week 17-18:
-Teach 16 food and drink items.
-Teach 8 eating and drinking verbs.
-Teach 32 eating, drinking and related activities sentences. For example:
I eat bread. Bread is food. I eat deer. Deer are animals and animals are
food. That man is drinking coffee. The coffee is on the table. He is
sitting alone at the table.
Week 19-20:
-Teach 6 more colors.
-Teach 8 clothing items in association with descriptive colors. For
example: beige shirt; crimson pants; orange socks; turquoise shoes.
-Teach 15 different sentences describing what people wear. For example:
That woman is wearing a red shirt. This man is wearing a beige shirt,
crimson pants and turquoise shoes. Isn’t he a snappy dresser?
Week 21-23:
-Teach 40 questions which the sentences from week 17-20 are the
answers. The answers to these questions will be stated as negative
sentences followed by affirmative sentences. For example: Is that man
drinking tea? No, he is not drinking tea. He is drinking coffee.
Week 24-26:
-Teach 10 who, 10 what and 10 where questions which are answered by
any of the previous sentences. For example: Who is drinking coffee?
That man is drinking coffee. Where is he sitting? He is sitting at the
table.
Week 27-30:
-Change the 40 questions from week 21-23 into the negative future tense.
For example: Won’t that man drink tea? No, he won’t drink tea. He will
drink coffee.
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Week 31-23:
- Change the 40 questions from week 27-30 into the negative past tense.
For example: Didn’t that man drink tea? No, he did not drink tea. He
drank coffee.
This systematic curriculum was developed for Ute. With this teaching approach visual
are used to teach the words and phrases. The visual could be photographs or drawings.
Using visuals, without writing, is essential as establishes a direct connection between the
vocabulary and the metal representation. This is mimics the way infants acquire their
first language. The Ute classroom visuals were created using community members as
models. Examples of the Ute Language Curriculum visuals are shown in figure (9).
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FIGURE (9) Southern Ute Language Curriculum I Visuals (McKinley & Oberly 2002)
Maas ura sukus tapapüav ma’aitikya.
‘He lost one sock.’

Maas tani tuukwarü taa’ tanüginir.
‘She always wears black clothes.’

Nü’ kach taa’chakweiwa’.
kwanawat.
‘I don’t wash clothes.’

Kwiyetükiat napaavi ka atü
‘The burned eggs don’t smell good.’
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Using community members as models is a very important aspect of the curriculum. It
engages students in learning as they relate to the curriculum and often times are related to
the models.
In 2002, the DUCD and the Ute guide developed the visuals and recorded the
audio for the Southern Ute Curriculum I (McKinley and Oberly). This curriculum was
used to develop a CD-ROM computer program used by the students in the Ute language
classroom.
The first year the curriculum was implemented in the Ute language classroom was
2002. The difference in the language acquisition of the students was tremendous. The
SUIMA students went from knowing only lists of words to being able to compose
original sentences from known vocabulary. Their understanding of how to create Ute
grammatical structures expanded from non-existent to being able to pluralize nouns,
create compound words and conjugate regular verbs. This progress is very promising.
But if language revitalization is to produce the next generation of fluent speakers,
full-immersion along with a master-apprentice (Hinton et al. 2002) program for parents
must occur. This will require dedication and concentrated commitment from at least a
few community members and the Southern Ute Tribal Council.
5.5.3 Total Physical Response
Total physical response is a very effective method for language teaching. It is
essential that the students develop a large vocabulary commands. This will enable the
guide to use more Ute and less English. The commands used in TPR can be as simple as,
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Karü, ‘Sit down’ or as complex as Wünü. Küü’ak’ marü nagu’napü. Tarüviak’ marü
tasigerü. ‘Stand up. Pick up those scissors. Throw that paper away.’
During TPR sessions, it is important to use new vocabulary as well as old
vocabulary. It is imperative that the students are given the opportunities to use the TPR
commands as much as possible. The students should give the class TPR commands.
5.5.4 Assessment
The only assessment occurring in the Ute language classroom is impressionistic
observation by the DUCD and Ute guides. There are no records or checklists used to
monitor individual student’s progress. After eight years of Ute language instruction, no
SUIMA students are fluent. There is no real concrete evidence of the progress the
students have made. There are reports from the regular classroom guides and family
members stating that SUIMA students are using a few isolated Ute words outside the
Academy. There are no reports of students conversing in Ute.
Greymorning (2008) suggests using checklists to assess student progress. There
are two types of assessment: comprehension and production. The students are graded on
a point system with one word worth one point. An example check list is shown in chart
(7) below.
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CHART (7) Production Assessment Checklist
Topic: WITH

Assessment: Production (1 point per word)

Name:
Date:
1st Try

2nd Try

Total Points:

man with woman
woman with baby
boy with girl
bear with fish

If fluency is to be developed, goals for student progress need to be established. It is
impossible to prove that students are make gains, if they are not assessed. Additionally, it
is impossible to prove that a language program is successful if no records of students’
progress are created in a systematic manner.
5.6 Plans for the Future
An important next step is the development of full-immersion at SUIMA. This
effort will require several types of training. First, the community and Tribal Council
must become aware of the effectiveness of full-immersion via community training. This
community training also needs to make the community aware of the acute lack of
possible Ute guides and the need for a master-apprentice program to produce adults who
will become guides. The community members also need information about the possible
advantages of their children learning Ute. Second, interested community members must
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be trained in immersion methods as well as Montessori methods. These same community
members must gain Ute fluency via a master-apprentice program which has to be
developed. Third, parents and family of SUIMA students need to learn Ute and discover
ways of supporting their students Ute acquisition.
As discussed earlier, the Southern Ute Tribe has considerable power and influence
in La Plata County and has resources and infrastructure to create a new generation of
Southern Ute speakers. For example, the Sky Ute Casino, Southern Ute Growth Fund
and the Aka Energy Company have established programs which provide on-the-job
training and scholarships so that interested Tribal members will gain the skills and
knowledge to move into management positions. These employee training programs
provide a model for training Southern Ute speakers and guides. Such a program would
involve hiring Tribal members to participate in a Master-Apprentice program, obtain a
degree in either linguistics or American Indian studies and become Montessori certified
as well as Colorado state teacher certified. This program must be developed as soon as
possible before the last generation of speakers die.
5.7 Conclusion
This chapter provides a description of the language revitalization efforts occurring
on the Southern Ute Reservation. Although full-immersion is not taking place in all
Southern Ute Indian Montessori Academy classrooms, some Ute language acquisition is
taking place.
Upon hearing a SUIMA student’s word of the week on the radio, one elder
commented that the student “had all the right words in the right order but the do not
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sound right.” This suggests that SUIMA students need to be taught about specific lessons
on pronunciation, stress and speed. The phonetic information in this dissertation could be
used to develop these lessons. In order to develop good pronunciation skills, the students
need to hear themselves speak the language. Greymorning (2008) suggests that students
record themselves in order to refine their speaking skills. It would also be helpful to
compare spectrograms produced by students to fluent speakers’ spectrograms.
There are many language revitalization activities occurring on the Southern Ute
reservation that if expanded and supported will blossom into a full-immersion school
which will create a new generation of Southern Ute speakers.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
6.0 Introduction
As shown in the previous chapters, this dissertation produced the first in-depth
analysis of the phonetic structures of Southern Ute and provided the first description of
the language policies and revitalization efforts on the Southern Ute reservation.
Specifically, the phonetic description discussed the acoustic characteristics of the
consonants and vowels as well as the acoustic correlates of stress for Southern Ute using
both instrumental analysis and speaker intuition. Regarding language policies, it
provided a glimpse into how the Southern Ute community moved from an anti-Ute
language policy imposed by the United States government to language self-determination
and sovereignty by creating a Tribal academy with a major focus is Ute language
revitalization and culture. In the area of native language teaching, it provided a model of
curriculum development that moved away from teaching word lists in isolation to
creating curriculum that enables language learners to develop an understanding of how
the grammar operates. This understanding enables the learners to create and understand
novel phrases and sentences. These skills are essential if Southern Ute is to be used again
in the daily interactions of community members.
This dissertation covered two linguistic fields which are not usually discussed
together; phonetics and language revitalization/planning/policy. This serves as an
example how phonetics can inform language teaching and revitalization as well as how
language teaching and revitalization can inform the data to be gathered and analyzed
phonetically. It suggests that a phonetic understanding may help community members
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navigate through the maze of language resources developed by linguists from different
backgrounds and with different goals. It provides future Southern Ute language learners
a valuable wealth of phonetic information that can aid in the acquisition of Native–like
pronunciation.
6.1 Consonants
Chapter two presented the first phonetic analysis of Southern Ute consonants.
The posited consonant inventories are listed in chart (1).
CHART (1) Consonant Inventory
Bilabial Labio-Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar
Plosive

p

t

Nasal

m

n

Rhotic

k kw gw q

ʔ

ɾ

Fricative

v

s

Approximant

x

ɣ

χ

ʁ

j
tʃ̂

Affricate
Glide

Uvular Glottal

w

The phonetic research on Southern Ute consonants is far from complete. The existence
of the voiceless uvular affricate <qx̂ > observed by Givon, still needs to be determined.
The question of whether the word-final consonants [s, χ, x, n, m, ʔ] are followed by
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devoiced vowels needs more research. A complete analysis of the final features needs to
take place.
This consonant discussion supports the need of further analysis using video and
ultrasound technologies for two reasons. First devoiced vowels appear as frication in
spectrograms thus requiring video recording of labial gesture and ultrasound images of
tongue gesture. Second, uvular consonant articulation is difficult to observe requiring
ultrasound to determine place of articulation. It is imperative that further research occurs
soon since the number of speaker is decreasing at an alarmingly fast rate.
6.2 Vowels
The first instrumental phonetic documentation of Southern Ute vowels was given
in chapter three. It began with a discussion of the posited vowel inventories for Givon
(1979) and Charney (1996). The Givon (1979) vowel system is shown below in figure
(1).
FIGURE (1) Vowel Inventory posited by Givon (1979:5)
Front

Mid

Rd Unrd
i

High
High-mid
Low-mid
Low

ǫ [ø]

Back
Unrd Rd

į [ɨ]

ų [ɯ] u

e [ɛ]

o

ą [æ]
a [ɑ]

The Givon (1979) vowel inventory consists of nine vowels. There are four front vowels
[i, ø, ɛ, æ], one mid vowel [ɨ] and four back vowels [ɯ, u, o, ɑ]. The Givon (1979)
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orthography captures the subtle phonetic differences between the vowels. Next consider
the Charney (1996) vowel system shown in figure (2).
FIGURE (2) Vowel Inventory Posited by Charney (1996: xiii)
Front

Mid

Rd Unrd
High

i

High-mid

ö[ø]

Back
Unrd

Rd

ü[ɯ]

u

e[ɛ]

Low

o
a[ɑ]

The Charney (1996) vowel system consists of seven vowels. There are three front
vowels [i, ø, ɛ] and four back vowels [ɯ, u, o, ɑ]. Charney consolidated Givon’s [æ,ɑ]
into her a and Givon’s [ɨ, ɯ] into her ü.
My analysis discussed the vowel space of four speakers; two female and two
male. The vowel space was quite varied for each speaker. The oldest male speaker had
the smallest vowel space. Vowel length was analyzed and showed that all the vowels for
female speakers are longer than the males. Finally devoiced vowels were described
acoustically. Devoiced vowels appear as aspiration where the vowel formants would
have appeared on spectrograms and range between 21 ms and 100 ms long. The average
length of a devoiced vowel is 55 ms. It appears that devoicing may vary according to the
speaker.
There are many areas in need of further research. It is necessary to determine if
word-final devoiced vowels are different from devoiced vowels found elsewhere.
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6.3 Phonetic Correlates of Stress
Chapter four provided an analysis of the phonetic correlates of stress. This
analysis is innovative as it used both phonetic instrumentation and speaker intuition. A
total of 347 vowels in 299 syllables were measured. The 347 vowels occurred in many
different environments including: word-initial, non-final, before a word-final syllable
with devoiced vowel and word final. The word list was recorded by four speakers: two
female and two male on the Southern Ute reservation in Ignacio, Colorado. The speakers
were recorded indoors. Stress placement data was elicited from one male and one female
speaker.
Two methods were used to obtain speaker intuition of stress placement; tapping
and repetition. During the tapping method, the speakers learned to tap using English
words, and then transferred the skills to Southern Ute. During the repetition method, the
word was repeated back to the speaker with stress placed on differing syllables each time.
The repetition method was more natural for the two.
For Southern Ute, duration is a phonetic correlate for stress for short vowels.
Since stressed long vowels are shorter than unstressed long vowels, shorter duration may
signal stress in long vowels24. The pitch data suggests that peak pitch is an important
phonetic cue for most speakers, both for short and long vowels. For short vowels, peak
pitch of stress vowels is higher than unstressed short vowels. With three of the four
speakers’ peak pitch higher for stressed long vowels, it appears that peak pitch is also a

24

Further research is necessary to prove this claim.
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phonetic cue of stress for most Southern Ute speakers. This phonetic information is
summarized in chart (2) below.
CHART (2) Phonetic Correlates of Stress
Stressed
Short Vowels
Long Vowels

Increased Duration Increased Pitch
X

Intensity

X

not significant

X

not significant

For the majority of these speakers, pitch is a more reliable correlate of stress than vowel
duration although duration is an acoustic cue of stress for short vowels.
6.4 Language Policy and Revitalization on the Southern Ute Reservation
Chapter five presented the first in-depth discussion of language policy and
revitalization on the Southern Ute reservation. On the Southern Ute reservation,
language policy went from the assimilation policy of English-only to self-determination
policy focusing on the revitalization of Southern Ute language and culture. Additionally
it discussed how Ute language instruction moved from teaching isolated word-lists to
immersion.
Specifically, all aspects of the Southern Ute language program at the private,
tribal Southern Ute Indian Montessori Academy have been discussed. The language
program consists of: daily student Ute instruction, bi-weekly teacher Ute classes,
monthly community Ute classes and the Grandparents program.
The Southern Ute Language curriculum used in all the Southern Ute instruction
was developed using the GreyMorning Native American Language Curriculum
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Development template and Montessori methods and materials. The GreyMorning Native
American Language Curriculum Development template systematically presents
information to learners so they develop a clear understanding of the grammar of the
language. It starts with a few singular nouns and verbs. Those nouns are then placed into
phrases such as ‘boy on the horse.’ The nouns are then placed into simple singular
sentences, ‘the boy rides on the horse.’ The students then learn how to pluralize the
nouns and then they learn plural of the sentences. In Southern Ute, the students also learn
the dual form.

Next they incorporate colors and numbers and learn sentences for them.

They then learn questions whose answers are the sentences they have learned, ‘What is
the boy doing?’ They learn ‘Are you___?/Is s/he ___?’ and both a negative and positive
answer. For example, ‘Are you riding the horse? No, the boy is riding the horse. Yes, I
am riding the horse.’ They do the same for “What are you doing?’ They then learn food
and drink vocabulary with more colors. Then learn clothing terms and sentences about
describing clothing. Next they learn questions whose answers are the clothing statements
they just learned. Then they learn interrogative questions with ‘who, what, where, why,
how’ and the answers to the questions. They then learn to change the questions and
answers into the negative future, ‘Won’t the boy ride the horse? No, the boy won’t ride
the horse. Yes, the boy will ride the horse.’ Next they change those questions and
answer into the negative past tense, ‘Didn’t the boy ride the horse? No, the boy did not
ride the horse. Yes, the boy rode the horse.’ Thus, it is a systematic curriculum which
develops the student understanding of the grammar.
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After eight years of operation, the students at the Southern Ute Indian Montessori
Academy have developed an understanding of Southern Ute grammar and a considerable
vocabulary. Yet when fluent speakers hear a SUIMA student speak Southern Ute, they
comment that something just does not sound right. The phonetic information
documented in this dissertation can be used to remedy this problem. First, with the use of
the phonetic analysis software, PRAAT, students can practice and perfect their
pronunciation. Second, specific lessons can be designed to help student identify stressed
vowels. Third, the Southern Ute teach can specifically teach students to increase the
pitch and duration of the stressed vowels, thus providing the skills for Southern Ute
learners to sound more like fluent speakers.
6.5 Conclusion
As the number of native language speakers severely decreases it is increasingly
important that both the linguistic and native communities work to together to document,
analyze and revitalize native languages. This entails that the linguistic community
changes its role from sole investigator, who determines the entire scope and sequence of
the research agenda, to a partner in the research with real collaboration with interested
community members. For Native language speakers, it requires speaking up for the
needs of the local community and planning for future generations of the tribe. In some
cases, it may even require native community members to enter into the field of linguistics
as Dr. Ofelia Zepeda, Dr. Mary Willie, Dr. Stephen GreyMorning, Daryl Baldwin and
Jessie LittleDoe and myself have done. With the knowledge of both linguistics and the
local native language community, these innovators are able to make meaningful research
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contributions which benefit both the linguistic and native language communities. This
also requires that linguistic departments develop programs which enable native language
community members to focus on research agendas which benefit their communities
directly. These research agendas are often more descriptive, documentary and applied
than theoretical. This dissertation is an example of one such contribution.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

APPENDIX A
IPA Givon 1979 Charney 1996
Voiceless Labial Stop
p
p
p
Voiced Labio-dental Fricative v
v
v
Labial Nasal
m
m
m
Voiceless Alveolar Stop
t
t
t
Voiceless Alveolar Fricative
s
s
s
Alveolar Tap
ɾ
r
r
Alveolar Nasal
n
n
n
Voiceless Palatal Affricate
ʧ̂
c
ch
Palatal Glide
j
y
y
Voiceless Velar Stop
k
k
k
Labialized Voiceless Velar Stop kw
kw
Voiceless Velar Fricative
x
x
g
Ɣ
Voiced Velar Fricative
g
g
w
Labialized Voiced Velar Stop
g
gw
Labial-Velar Glide
w
w
w
Voiceless Uvular Stop
q
q
k
Voiceless Uvular Fricative
χ
x̂
k’
Voiced Uvular Fricative
ʁ
ĝ
g’
Voiceless Uvular Affricate
qχ̂
qx̂
k’
Glottal Stop
Ɂ
? or ’
’
Voiceless Vowel
V̥
h
H
High Front Unrounded
i
i
i
High Back Unrounded
ɯ
ü
ü
High Mid Unrounded
ɨ
į
ü
High Back Rounded
u
u
u
Mid-hi Central Rounded
ø
ǫ
ö
Mid-hi Back Rounded
o
o
o
Mid-hi Front
ɛ
e
e
Low Back
a
a
a
Mid-lo Front
æ
ą
a
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Ute
1. pagǘ
2. peiki
3. piípako’wa
4. pog'o
5. pö’ö
6. puukwi
7. pükwi
8. págü
9. píachin
10. púkun
11. pǘkavüni’ni
12. aapachi
13. Ka tava püinapei.
14. akapi
15. öapog'ochi
16. chugwapöroka
17. na’awapuni
18. chükwi’napü
19. tag'wa
20. tiikya
21. tog'oevi
22. töna
23. tuaka
24. tükwa
25. tásigerü
26. tógwavü’ivü
27. tǘaapüni
28. tugwatii
29. pa’atog'wachi
30. mavatö’okwapü
31. mavaatug
32. na’atü
33. chachawü’na
34. chiina
35. chö’a
36. chuuchin
37. chüchu’mi
38. chéyag'ona
39. chííwHchapü
40. chǘküra
41. kachak'

Gloss

Pg.
fish’
130
‘return to; come back to; come here!; return home’ 133
‘to burp’
155
‘be lumpy; be bumpy; become lumpy; become bumpy;
have lumps; have bumps’
143
‘to write’
159
‘bend down and stick out one's behind’
163
‘to blow’
163
‘trout’
130
‘my mother (endearingly)’
148
‘my horse (one's own personal horse)’
164
‘scold; chastise; browbeat; get after someone verbally’
168
‘boy’ SUBJECT
6
‘Don't sleep late!’
168
‘buffalo berry’ OBJECT
4
‘orange(s)’
123
‘go to meet; go to join; go to meet/join with’ PL
22
‘beautiful’
24
‘key’ OBJECT
24
‘to brand’
198
‘go up to; ascend’ PAST
210
‘rattlesnake’
211
‘hit; strike; punch once’
224
‘give birth to; bear’ PAST
216
‘be deep, inanimate subject’
218
‘made of paper; paper’
196
‘purple eye; black eye; shiner’
213
‘miserable, suffering, pitiable, humble’
224
‘extinguish; put out’
219
‘mosquito.’
126
‘hunchback’
84
‘to there; up on there’ VIS
84
‘fire’ OBJECT
83
‘sell to, throw away out of, scatter, give away to’ 14
‘curly’
19
‘pick up; gather’
21
‘my pipe; smoking pipe; sucker’
21
‘to scratch’
22
‘dismantle, tear down, break up a structure’
17
‘beaded belt’
18
‘cut into many small pieces; shred’
23
‘not, nothing’
85
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42. paachechi
43. aapachi
44. machog'wa
45. Machö’ak'!
46. machugwa
47. kachüs
48. kanavü
49. kiya
50. kok’o
51. kugwi
52. küǘki
53. káma’áiwatü
54. kúwaa
55. kǘawtugwan
56. ’akawichichi
57. chikakei
58. pakaki
59. tükakunavü
60. sakü
61. kwaakai
62. kweetug
63. kwiya’aipü
64. kwü’etüka
65. kwíatug
66. tavamwisinakwatü
67. akwiisichi
68. kwimanakwü-SUFFIX
69. matak’an
70. chak’oi
71. kaak’ai
72. panakwak'ei
73. taak’öchi
74. kaninak’ütavü
75. ’aa’ara
76. ’ichei
77. ’öá’a
78. ’uguvü
79. ’üaka
80. ’ásti’i
81. ’ísivü
82. ’ö́ ’akai
83. ’ú’ünikH

‘

‘bat’
128
‘boy’ OBEJCT
6
‘to knead; press together with hands’
72
‘Squeeze it out!’
128
‘stick into; press to, paste’
72
‘before; not yet; still not’
34
‘willow, riverbank bush’
37
‘to play; laugh’
46
‘bull snake’
47
‘to fill up (with)’
51
‘to return, bring back’
53
‘blind person’
36
‘edge; margin; sharp edge’
56
‘last night’
57
‘cardinal (bird)’
4
‘invite along; persuade to accompany’
18
‘to hurt’ SING SUB
9
‘lunch box’
230
‘to limp; be lame’
177
‘go to, move toward (a specific direction)’ PL
63
‘to the other side’
66
‘burned, a charred thing’
68
‘to smoke’
63
‘to the other side’
67
‘east,’ lit. ‘direction of the sun appearing’
205
‘squirrel’
5
‘left side’
68
‘my forehead’
83
‘to wash (clothes), cut down, clear out, break up’ 150
‘to sing’ PL
32
‘come down; come from the north’ PL
125
‘crow; raven; Crow Indian’
179
‘Inside your house’ POSSESION
114
‘what is ___’
1
‘this/these near, inanimate’
26
‘trunk, of tree; stem’
122
‘quiver’
240
‘to plant; sow; cultivate; farm; trap; fish ’ PAST
250
‘want, like’
8
‘squawberry’
28
‘to stalk something, sneak up on something, fish stealthily’
122
do repeatedly; do again and again; do all over the place’
246
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84. ’ǘag'a
‘be wounded’
‘to die laughing, to laugh to death’
85. kiyesüya’ei
86. mavaanakwapü
‘near to, beside, nearby there’
87. ive
‘here’
88. avi
‘lay down’ SING
89. pavokwachichi
‘dime’
90. mövöt’öpakaivi
‘nostril’ lit. nose-hole
91. navutirü
‘similar, resembling’
‘to exit, go out, mount, climb’
92. chivü’a
93. pünikyavaatü
‘see, watch’
94. punikyavechi
‘like to watch’
95. awitavokü
‘in a short while’
96. waavöri
‘to jump around’
‘prisoner, prison inmate’
97. karivusükarükatü
98. nanavüni’napü
‘mirror’
99. para’mitii
‘to slip something off, slide something off,’
100. kürei
‘cutting (hair, weeds, hay)’
101. tari’i
‘be hot’ weather/environmental impersonal
102. Iyevini örog'wa nikya.‘He (or she) was in a lot of pain.’
103. pörökike
‘to walk fast,’ Plural Subject
104. tarugwachipi
‘to climb up to the top, reach the top,’
Singular Subject
branch, bough’
105. masarük’avü ‘
106. muparai
‘to hit, club’
107. nüka’arei
‘to leaf out, leaves coming out (during spring)’
108. tüpariniyei
‘to gossip (about), tell rumors (about)’ lit;
mouth-counting
109. narö’na
‘to box’
‘morning glory, wild vine, bind weed’
110. kusá’rupü
111. aarüg'üvü
‘new friend’
112. tütügaa
‘to challenge, race, oppose someone’
113. chichige
‘to be hard/tough/solid/strict/mean/difficult’
‘spear’
114. chigisi
115. muguratachi
‘large moth’
116. pagücha’achi
‘kingfisher,’ N, lit. ‘fish-catcher’
117. avaaganin
‘my shade house’
118. kásapígewa
‘not be able’
119. sámagi
‘press on tonsils’
120. Uvwaatügokwarü mukwapichi. ‘There goes a spider.’
121. chaagu’na
‘to paint’
122. kaag’ain
‘my necklace’
‘straight’ lit. ending right
123. tog'omakutü
124. chüpag’a’nH
‘to cut, slice, make incision in’ object is thin
and filmy

250
47
84
28
11
131
89
111
21
168
8
13
260
41
94
140
62
183
31
161
203
83
82
120
230
106
54
1
234
17
18
90
129
10
42
177
91
14
35
211
24
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125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.

pag’osag’wana
‘smell like sulfur’
Píag'apün maimiag'ü My (deceased) mother used to say . . . ."
wHsogwavü
‘lotion, grease, salve, cream’
mogwei
‘blanket’
yugwi
‘sit’ PL
tog'otüragwaava
‘at the very center, at the very middle’
‘shriveled up, dried as in raisins’
chagweitìkyetü
tüüragwiyukwatü
‘to be bald’
‘moss, algae’
pasagwovü
Tog’aiak’avatu aavtügwün. ‘Let's (us two) go to Towoac tonight.’

135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.

sa’a
see’pü
si’i
söö’mi
sugwai
sügigi
sí’aavi
sóg’orüga
súkuni
sǘmagi’napü

145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.

32
149
G205
80
9
213
192
234
143

242
‘boil; cook by boiling’
173
‘pillow’
165
‘to urinate, pee’
181
‘sipping’
4
‘to bread one’s own hair’
186
‘spill out of; be spilled on; fall’
190
‘skin, bark, wrap (thin)
181
‘to get ready (to)’
185
‘another’
186
‘stick used to hold mouth open for pressing on tonsils’
192
paasag'a
‘bridge over, cross over water’
143
tü’asi
‘to freeze’
226
Pükasöaküü!
‘Take a deep breath!’
185
waamasuwiini
‘twenty’
259
tavasüpü
‘dry’ ADJ
208
ma’aiHtii
‘to lose, cause to lose’
84
merivis
‘beans’
46
miiakai
‘go; move; be (having gone); be far from’ PL
86
mogwei
‘
blanket’
80
möchöwHsiva’napü ‘razor’ lit. moustache-lip-instrument
88
muag'anì
‘tribal office building’
86
mükwa
‘come to a sharp point, inanimate subject’
91
má’ag'árug
‘through there’
71
nag'ami
‘to be sick’
1
aamog'ochi
‘earth baby’
5
kamö’ni
‘to turn around’
37
aag'amuusi
‘to hide oneself’
1
‘Who are we…?’
5
aamü’ara
nagukukei
‘to fight, battle an enemy on a large scale’
98
niike
‘send’ PLURAL
112
nokopa inikya
‘Stay here!’ ‘Move out of the way!’
113
nöög'wa
‘to be pregnant’
113
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167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.

nuuchiu
nükwi
nánapüchiu
níari’i
nǘnei
panapünitak’atü
maikyaneni

‘Ute people, Indian people’
‘river’
‘elders’
‘name; give a name to’
‘I’ OBJECT
‘bright object’
‘to think, believe, hope, suppose, guess, predict,
expect, feel’
anok’
‘how old’
anök’
‘how many’
manugitog'omàsuwiini ‘fifty’ Lit:'five ten(s)
‘river’
avanükwitü
waakai
‘roast; grill; barbeque (over fire)’ PL
wiikya
‘be flooding, flood over’ PAST
wunü’a
‘a notch, make a notch’
wüchiga
‘to holler; shout; whoop’
‘fat on an animal's body; fat on the big intestine’
wínatapü
wu’wHch’aai
‘to swirl on and on, to turn around repeatedly’
wǘnüwin
‘I'm getting tired.’
aag'awachü
‘to hide, deny’
ya’awi
‘to die (slowly)’
chawü’ni
‘to open a lid/cover/can/door’
ya’awi
‘to die (slowly)’
ye’ei
‘to die; have died (at the point of dying)’
yog'o
‘to make love to; have sex with; copulate’
yö’ech’atii
to break something into pieces, smash, shatter
something’
yugwi
‘sit, be sitting’ PL SUBJ
yüchi
‘fly; alight; fly off ’
‘to break something; crack something’
yakitii
yúaamatachi
‘earth tick’
ayapüchi
‘turtle
mayes
‘his/her’
navayi
‘to split in half, divide in half’
‘gnat’
nükavayog'ochi
payööchi
‘Paiute Indian’
payukwapüni
‘soft like’
‘hand game’
nayürükatupü

115
116
104
113
108
139
74
214
192
81
11
256
264
270
270
267
243
272
2
272
17
272
274
275
274
276
278
273
275
13
34
110
120
148
147
112
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